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_CHAPTER I· 
IN'l'RODUCTION 
A. · NatuJ:'e. and Importance. of the Problem 
It is well known that .the United States of America 
has become aware o;f the need for improvea, water pollution 
control for it is impossible to watch television~ listen 
to the radio, or read a· newspaper or magazine without 
being exposed to the_problem, .Unfo:t1tunately~ as.is often 
the case in a campaign_designed. to overcome apathy, scare 
tactics have been used by implying that the United States 
is running out of water, when in fact it is not. A recent 
. . . 
. . 
study projected that by t:he yea-r; 2000 the total withdrawal 
will be four~fi:Cths and·the .used return about two-thirds 
of the total U. f3. stream fi9w ( 1) •. Thus, the problem is 
not of quantity so much as quality'; and the solution will 
lie in better treatment allowing water re:use. · . 
Waste water treatment will not· be inexpensive~ · The 
Federal Water Poliution Control Administ;vation has esti-
mated that $26 to $29 billionwi11 be needed over the next 
' . . . 
five years in.order.to· clean up the rivers (2). If this 
. . . . 
cost is to be.met, as it must, it will fall upon the 
shoulders of the people, through taxes and increased con-
sumer costs. In an effort to reduce the economic impact, 
1 
2 
Robert L. Coughlin, a senior economist with the FWPCA, has 
recommended that industrial management consider: 1) ap-
plying process control to waste production and waste water 
discharge, 2) anticipating waste reduction requirements 
in the design of new facilities, and 3) making use of 
cooperative waste treatment f.acilities (2). 
While the idea of U$ing cooperative waste treatment· 
facilities is not new, the increasingly stringent enforce-
ment of water pollution control regulations has given 
additional 'irnpetus to it~ Within the last decade greater 
communication has been initiated among government, indus-
try, and designers, through discussions concerning combined 
treatment of municipal and industrial wastes in which the 
·legal, technical, and eco;nomic aspects of such a venture 
. have been analyzed (3) (4). While some cities might have 
reservations about accepting industrial wastes, others, 
such as Milwaukee, feel that it is their obligation to 
provide waste treatment to their industries Just as they 
do !or their private citizens, a;nd, therefore, set few 
restrictions on waste dischaJ;"ge (5). Other cities prefer 
to design and operate their plants for specific wastes; an 
example is Kalamazoo, Michigan, which recently opened a 
new secondary waste treatment facility to treat combined 
wastes from the city, paper mills, and a pharmaceutical 
company (6). · There are many other examples including 
plants that accept cannery wastes as well as those that 
treat packing house, tannery, and laundry wastes (7) (8). 
Many advantages are cited for combined waste treat-
ment (9) (10). 1) There is.a cost saving to both the 
industry and the municipality. The industry avoids in-
creasing its tax valuation and funds that would have been 
required for capital ·improvements are released for other 
purposes. (Recent tax laws, such as the one in Oklahoma, 
however, make it more advantageous for the industry to 
build its own plant by allowing a complete write-off of 
construction costs·on state income tax.) 2) The costs 
3 
of waste treatment, paid as sewer charges, are tax deduct-
ible. 3) The municipality can borrow construction funds 
at a lower rate of interest. 4) The municipal waste can 
often provide nutrients required for treatment of the 
indu,strial waste. 5) The people who run the municipal 
plants are tlexperts '' and this promotes an effluent of 
superior quality. 
Because it·is often di:('ficult or inconvenient for the 
city to serve all of the.indui:,tries in an area, a new con-
cept for industrial parks has been devised, in which the 
developer provides the waste treatment in order for the 
industri~s to benefit from the economic advantages of 
cooperative efforts. Bayport, a new heavy indus.trial. 
district in Harris County, Texas, wi.11 encompass many 
industries, particularly chemical manufacturing and 
fabrication, and will provide central waste water treat-
ment (11). Activated sludge will be used and all sanitary 
and amenable industrial wastes will be treated there after 
4 
the industries have given pretreatment to their own ultra-
high strength or exotic. wastes. 
The key to all of these combined waste water treat-
ment schemes is compatibility. The wastes that enter a 
biological treatment process must be compatible, and, thus, 
there are difficulties i:i;rvolved with the discharge of cer-
tain industrial wastes to a combined treatment plant (12). 
It is obvious that hazardous substances,· or substances 
that can damage the physical plant should not be dis-
charged, nor should substances that can impair the plant 
processes, such as acids, cyanides, metal ions, oils, and 
brines. Not so obvious, but just as important, are those 
wastes which by their strength or character.would impose 
an overload or shock load upon the treatment facility. 
Shock loads are often given.slight consideration when the 
disadvantages of combined tre.atment are discussed.; however, 
they can be extremely important to the efficiency and per-
formance of an activated sludge treatment plant. 
A shock load is any rapidly occurring or immediate 
change in the chemical or physical environment of a waste 
treatment system (13)~ Such changes, which can seriously 
affect the estab.lished metabolic patterns of the reactor, 
are generally divided into three major types. A "quanti-
tative shock load", the one ordinarily thought of when the 
term "shock load" is used, is usually a rapid increase in 
organic loading due to an inflow of a high concentration 
of substrate to which the sludge is acclimate.d or to which 
5 
it needs no acclimation, though it could also be a rapid 
decrease in concentration due to a hydraulic shock. This 
type of shock load is concerned only with.a change in the 
amount of substrate, not a change in its character. The 
second type, the "toxic shock load", involves an influx of 
compounds or elements whicl:1 inhibit or damage the existing 
metabolic pathways or disrupt the physiological condition 
of the microbial population; this type includes pH changes. 
The final type of shock is the "qualitative" shock, which, 
as the name implies, involves a change in tl:;l.e chemical 
structure of the substrate. Since the total organic load-
ing may also increase during the change, this type of 
shock can involve some of the conditions of the quantita-
tive shock. Qualitative shock loads are particularly 
important to installations like industrial parks where 
each contributing inq_ustry may be supplying a unique type 
of compound to the treatment plan,t, for as process sched-
ules shift and change, so would the character of the 
loading on the treatment plant. 
Since an activated sludge plant is a mixed community 
of micro-organisms, there are several possible responses 
when a qualitative shock load is placed upon the system: 
1) shift in the predominance of the microbial community 
to one better suited for degradation of the new compound, 
2) the opening of new metabolic pathways for the destruc-
tion of the compound by the utilization of enzymes already 
present or the manufacture of new enzymes, 3) the 
6 
prevention of the manufacture of the enzymes necessary for 
the destruction of some substrate already p;resent in the 
waste stream, thus allowing its escape in the effluent, or 
4) a decrease in the activity of enzymes.present within 
the cells, again allowing the escape of some compound which 
previously had been metabolized.·· Thus, it is obvious that 
qualitative shock loads can have great effects upon the 
efficiency of the activated sludge process, particularly 
since industrial wastes may restrict the number of species 
present. These substrate interactions come about as a 
result of metabolic control· mechanismp, which are opera-
tive wi thi.n microbial cells for the -regulation of their 
energy yielding and requiring processes. 
Induction, repression, metabolite repression, and 
inhibition are important metabolic control mechanisms 
which are thoroughly documented in the next chapter, but 
which,.by way of introduction, will be briefly mentioned 
hereo Induction is an increase in the differential rate 
of synthesis of an enzyme when a compound, the inducer, is 
presento Generally, the inducer is the substrate of the 
enzyme. Repression is a decrease in the rate of synthesis 
of an enzyme resulting .from the presence in cells of a 
repressor molecule.· If the repression acts on catabolic 
enzymes and if it is produced by intermediates 0.f catabol-
ism, it is termed metabolite repression. Inhibition is 
defined as a decrease ~n the rate of activity of pre-
formed enzymes. 
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Studies have been in progress for several years in the 
Bioenvironmental Engineering Laboratories at OklahomaState 
University to discover the extent and nature · of these mech-
anisms in natural microbial populations. In 1962. Gaudy 
(14) found that ind-uction l:l.nd repression occur in activated 
sludge systems; later, he and hisco..,.;.workers showed evi-
dence for an i:p.hibition mechanism operative on degradative 
enzymes (15) (16). More.recently these studies have been 
extended to systems involving mi:x:tures of carbohydrates and 
mixtures of caroohydrates and aini;no acids (l?) (18) • 
.. Preliminary studies were performed to assess the ef-
fect of glucose upon the utilization of amino acids by 
bacterial populations adapted to the amino acids. The 
source c;,f the organisms was sewage. Those studies showed 
that glucose exerted an effect upon the removal of lysine, 
. and this report presents the results of a detaj,led inves-
tigation of that effect as well as the effects of other 
carbohydrates. This study was performed with cultures of· 
organisms maintained on lysine, because the·a,im was to 
understand.better the control mechanisms operating on an 
enzyme system responsible for the· utilization of the pri-
mary energy source •. Since that enzyme system is required 
for the survival of the population, it could be considered 
as an example of specialized enzyme systems found in orga-
. . 
. . . 
nisms degrading industrial wastes of restrictive nature. 
In this way, it is hoped that enough basic data can be 
. . . . 
gathered so that eventually the design engineer will know 
what types of interactions to expect in the specialized 
enzyme systems of the organisms in industrial waste water 
treatment facilities when those facilities are subjected 
to shock loads. 
B. Purposes of the Study 
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One purpose of this study was to determine the nature 
of the control mechanisms operative upon the enzyme systems 
responsible for the degradation of lysine. This portion of 
the work was carried out in batch experiments in which 
cells were grown on lysine mixed with either glucose, fruc-
tose or ribose. The experiments were designed to differen-
t;i..ate between repression of enzyme synthesis, inhibition 
of enzyme aoti vity, and pre.dominance shifts in the popula-
tion. . Ip. the cases where the results indicated the opera-
tion of control mechanisms, those mechanisms were 
characterized further by assessing the effects of pre-
induc tion to one substrate and of the removal of ammonia 
nitrogen from the system upon operation of the mechanisms. 
Another purpose was to determine whether the control 
mechanisms observed unde.r batch growth conditions wo"l,lld 
also be found under continuous flow conditions. The ex-
periments were performed at two different flow rates using 
two different growth limiting substances in order to assess 
the severity of the ·response as a function of growth con-
ditions. It is hoped that the continuous flow experiments 
will provide additional evidence as to the importance of 
control mechanisms in actual waste water treatment systems. 
CHAPTER II 
THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS OF METABOLIC 
CONTROL MECHANISMS 
A.· General C_omments 
Biologists' understanding of metabolic control mech-
anisms, one ?.Spect of molecular biology, is undergoing 
rapid and significant changes because of the great re-
searc};l effort be:i,.ng expended on it. No attempt will be 
mq..de here to .review the entire field because that task 
would be much beyond the scope of this report, but $ome 
basic aspects will be presented. For more detailed infor-
mation on this subject, and as a guide to persons reading 
in this area for the first time, the author highly recom-
mends the book by J. D. Watson (19) as well as review 
articles by Maas and McFall (20), tmes and Martin (21), 
and Vogel and Vogel (22). 
Metabolic control mechanisms are the natural result 
of evolution because they allow.more efficient energy 
utilization within cells. For example, if an energy 
source were not available to·a cell there would be no need 
for the enzymes required to use that so~rce, and they 
would not be made since their production would be ineffi-
cient. However, as lon~ as the cell posse~sed the genetic 
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"blueprint"· for the enzymes, they could be made on demand. 
Enzymes of this type are called "inducible" and the com-
pound that triggers their syrrtheE3iS iS Called the II inducer." 
Likewise, it would be :inefficient for a cell to make the 
enzymes necessary to synthesize a metabolic building block, 
such as an amino acid, if that building block were sup-
plied. exogenously to the cell. Thus, if the amino acid 
(the end product of a metabolic pathway) were present in 
the cells it would function as. a "corepressor" and prevent 
(represq) the·synthesis of the enzymes necessary to make 
it. . There is another special type of repression, called 
metabolite repression which is based on the premise that 
if an easily degradable.energy source were present the 
cell would have no need for the enzymes necessary to 
degrade a more difficult source, and, thus, their synthesis 
would be repressed. Mechanisms involved in the manufac-
ture of enzymes are often referred to as ''coarse" controls 
because they affect only the quantities of enzymes but not 
their activities. Thus, a pathway could continue func-
tioning for some time (unt~l the enzymes were diluted out 
by growth, or were destroyed) even if the end product were 
present in excess. Enzyme inhibition, however, is a "fine" 
control and gives an instant response by altering the rate 
of activity of enzymes. 
All of the information needed to determine the struc-
tures of all of the enzymes that can be produced by a cell 
is perpetuated in the chromosomes, which are made of DNA. 
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Jn order to be of use to the cell, it must be possible for 
that information to be transferred to the enzyme synthe-
sizing device~, cailed ribosomes. The route of that in-
formation transfer has been called the ''central dogma'' and 
goes through steps from DNA to messenger RN.A.to protein 
(19). In other words, the DNA, the master blueprint, is 
transcribed onto a working print, the RNA, which i.s then 
translated at the riboso:ines for·production of the final 
product, the protein (enzyme).· II/, 1961 Jacob and Monad 
(23) proposed the "operon" model to II summarize and express 
conveniently the properties of the different factors which 
play a specific role in the control of protein synthesis. QI 
This model was developed from studies on the enzyme. sys-
tem for degradation of lactose, whose genes are collec-
tively called. the "lac" operon. Some of. the features of 
the 13ystem were based upon speculation and while some have 
been proven, others remain in the realm of speculation. 
The basic aspects of the model (amended to bring it up to 
date) will be presented here merely as a background upon 
which to build an engineering study of control mechanisms 
and their engineering application. Many of the speculative 
and controversial points do not affect the engineering 
significance and, thus, will not be discussed here. If 
the reader is interested in those points, he is urged to 
con~ult the above reviews. 
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B. The Operon Model 
Figure l is a diagrammatic representation of·protein 
synthesis as set forth by the op er.on model. Ames and 
Martin (21) have listed certain attributes of the model: 
1. ·The.bacterial ch,romosnme (DNA) is organized 
into clusters of genes, called operons. The 
enzymes. coded for by an operon have related 
. ·. . . . . ., . · . 
. flinctiO!lS, SUCh as indi Vidu.aJ_ steps :;i..n a 
pathway, ~nd are re~1ated together. 
2. The information in the operon i's. transcribed 
into a mol~cule of messenger RN.A of the same 
length as the operon. · 
3. The expression of the gen.es in the operon is 
regulated by a. small. r.egion, .. called the op.:.. 
era tor' loc.ated at one end of the. operon. 
It is not known whether·the operator region 
is.transcribed·into.RNA. 
4. Induction is an increase in the differential 
rate of synthesis of an enzyme (the rate 
with respect to synthesis of the total pro-
tein in the cell). As shown in Figure lA, 
an inducible en~yme is not normally pro-
duced (in physiologically significant 
amounts)~ because the products of the 
regulator gene, .repressors, interact with 
the.operator c;nd prevent·enzyme.s;rnthesis. 
·When an inducer ente;t's the cell (Figure lB) 
Figure 1. The Operon Model for Inducible Erizyme Synthesis . 
A) Under conditions when the inducer is not in the medium the renressors are 
. active and bind with tb.e ·operatcr preventingmRNA and protein synthesis. 
B) · When the inducer is :present it combines with. the repressors making them 
inactive and allowing IilRNA and protein synthesis. (Modified from 
Watson) (19). . . 
A 
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it reacts with the repressors, making them 
inactive allowing protein synthesis. There. 
has been some uncertainty as to whether the 
repressors act.to prevent transcription 
into RNA or translation into protein, 
although the former site of action is gen-
erally accepted (from an engineering point 
of .view the result is the same). 
5. Repression is a decrease in the differential 
rate of synthesis of enzymes. Under normal 
conditions the products of.the regulator 
gene for this type of system are inactive and 
allow protein synthesis, but when the end-
product of the biochemical pathway controlled 
by the operon (corepressor) is present in 
large amounts it combines with the inactive 
repressor to form an active repressor and 
prevent protein synthesis. 
6. Coordinate repression: The ratio of the 
amount of any enzyme to that of any other 
of the same operon is constant regardless 
of the degree of repression or induction. 
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Recently, the repressor molecule for the lac operon 
was isolated and shown to be a protein (24). Gilbert and 
Muller-Hill performed the isolation and showed that it was 
bound to the DNA of the operator except when the inducer 
was present, when no repressor was found on the DNA (25}. 
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Further experiments showed that no RNA was involved, in-
dicating that the repressor can bind directly with the 
operator region of the DNA, as proposed by Jacob and Monod 
in their model. 
A region not originally proposed by Jacob and Monod 
is shown adjacent to the operator in Figure 1. This 
region was termed .the promoter and has been located be .... 
tween the regulator gene and the operator on the lac 
operon by Ippen, et al. (26). They stated that the site 
is essential to operon expression, and proposed a scheme 
whereby it serves as the initiation point for transcrip-
tion, possibly by acting as a binding si.te for the enzyme 
that forms the·messenger RNA (RNA polymerase), If this 
were true, then by binding to the operator, the repressor 
could directly block the progress.of the RNA polymerase 
into the structural genes of the operon and, thus, the 
action of repression would be at the level o.f 
transcription (26). 
C. Allosteric Interactions - Enzyme Inhibition 
1. Biosynthetic Inhibition 
The control mechanisms mentioned above. are all · 
"coarse" controls because they affect only the formation 
of new enzymes without changing the rates of activity of 
the enzymes left in the cells. In a biosynthetic pathway, 
if the end-.product of the pathway were added to the 
medium, new enzyme synthesis would stop (due to repression) 
but the enzymes left would continue making the compound 
unless some other mechanism were available to stop their 
activity. Such a mechanism has evolved and is termed 
II feedback" or "end-product II inhibition ( 27). The end-
product of a pathway inhibits the activity of the enzyme 
at the first committed ste.p (i.e., after the last branch 
point) in the pathway so that its presence can shut-off 
the entire pathway after that enz;yme. Thus, the control 
acts in a manner analogous to feedback in an electronic 
circuit. This mechanism is quite wide spread and its 
existence in many pathways in micro'-organisms has been 
well documented (28). 
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This :mechanism at first appeared ta be paradoxical 
because the inhibiting compounds bore no structural simi-
larity to the substrates of the enpymes that they inhi,.b-
ited and the inhibition could not be explained by 
classical enzyme kinetics. Monad and Jacob emphasized the 
fact that the inhibitor did not need to be a steric 
analogue of the substrate by referring ta the interaction 
between enzyme and inhibitor as allasteric inhibition (29). 
'11he exact nature of this interaction has been the subject 
of much research and much controversy and is as yet un-
resolved (29). The model proposed by Monad (30) and his 
colleagues assumes separate, rather than overlapping, 
substrate and inhibitor sites with the inhibitor acting to 
change the conformation of the substrate-binding site. 
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2. Inhibitions in Energy Metabolism 
ln addition to biosynthetic pathways allosteric 
interactions are also involved in energy metabolism. Most 
examples have been found in non-bacteria:;J.. systems where 
ATP, A:OP, and AMP &re generally the metabol.ites exerting 
the control. The enzyme for the phosphorylation of 
glucose, phospho.fructokinase, fructose diphof;lphate 
phosphatase, citric acid cycle enzymes, and pyruvate 
carboxylase are·all involved in allosteric interactions 
but some are activated by the interacting metabolite while 
others are repressed (29). Some examples in bacterial 
systems have been found.also. 
3. Catabolic Inhibition 
Gaudy and hi~ ~o~work~rs (15) (31), using both 
heterogeneous populations and a pure culture of Escherichia 
coli,have shown the existence of an .inhibition mechanism· 
in catabolic pathways which is possibly analogous to feed-
back inhibition· in.biosynthetic pathways~ Zwaig and Lin 
(32) found that fructose-1, 6-diphosphate was a feedback 
inhibitor of the catabolic enzyme glycerol kinase in 
E. coli. Using both E. coli .and Achromobacter sp. , Tsay 
(33) showed that the introduction of glucose into the 
growth medium.exerted a rapid inhibition of utilization of 
either sorbitol or glycerol. Thus, it appears that a 
"fine" control is available in catabolic as well as ana-
bolic pathways, allowing the immediate cessation of the 
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degradation.of one compound when a metabolic product accu-. 
mulates in the medium or inside the cell, or when a second 
compound is present whose degradation :Ls easier and leads 
to the same inhibiting metabolite. 
D. · :Metabolite. Repression 
There is one final area ·Of control mechanisms which 
is extremely important. tp ·• the fie],d. of waste water treat-
rrient. l"letabolite repression causes a. decrease in rate of 
synthesis of the enzymes needed to ·degrade one compound 
when another, more easily degraded compound is added to 
the medium. . In 1947 :Monod ( 34) published a paper in which 
he discussed the historical aspects of the phenomenon and 
presented ev;idence for its cause. One o.:( the earliest 
recorded observations of·. the·· phenomenon was made · in 189$ 
when Katz noted that the production of .. amylase by· a 
Penicillium.$train would occur in the absence·of any 
carbohydrate but·was slightly decreased in the presence of 
lactose. or maltose·• and completely inhibited in. the pres-
ence of sucrose. In 1901, Dienert found that.glucose had 
. . 
an inhibitory effect upon the formation of galactozymase 
by yeast., a fact which was confirmed by Euler. and Johannson 
in 1912 a:r;i.d strongly emphasized by Stephenson and Yudkin 
in 1936. Finally, in 1941 Vvhen J1onod (34) discovered 
II diauxie II the systematic Study Of these effects WaS made 
possible. 
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1. Dia'Uxie 
.During 1;3..n investigation of the influence of carbo-
. .· ' .. . 
.hydrates on bacteri1;3..l grow.th rates, Monod (34) observed 
that with some mixtures of·. compounds the growth curves 
exhibited two successive·. complete e;rowth cycles, sepa-
rated by a lag. He lapel.eel this phenorp.enon lldiauxic 
growth" •. A similar effe9t by carbohydrates on breakdown 
of proteins was noted and summarized by Gale in 1943 and 
.termed the "glucose effect 11 by Epps and Gale. In further 
studies of diaµxie Monod found that the carbohydrates 
could be divided into two groups, "A" and 11 B11 , but that 
the composition of the groups varied somewhat depending 
upon the bacterial species being used. 11 A" compounds 
resulted in diauxic growth when placed in a medium with a 
"B" compound, with. the "A 11 compound being used first. A 
few special compoµnds, such as fructose and mannose, when 
used for growth of E.coli .strain H:, did not give diauxie 
with glucose, and also did not exert ·it·. upon any of t.he II B" 
compounds. Monod (34) drew several concl'Usions from his 
work: 1) Classification in the II A II or "B" series did not 
appear to be associated with the configuration of the 
compound. For example, inE~ coli H, glucose, fructose, 
mannose, and mannitol were all.A coin.pounds while galactose, 
arabinose, xylose, rhamnose, 'maltose, lactose, sorbitol, 
and dulci tol were all B compounds.. · 2) · The. A compounds 
: . . :. ·.. ·.' . 
were attacked by constitutive. enzymes while the B com-
pounds were attacked by inducible ones •. · 3) Each cycle in 
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diauxic growth corresponded to exclusive utilization of 
one of the two compounds. 4) A compounds were attacked 
during the first cycle and B during the second. 5) 
Adaptation to B did not suppr·ess diauxic growth but it 
sometimes shortened the lag. 6) The effects could be 
understood only as a result o:f a repression by A compounds 
of the synthesis of the inducible enzymes required for the 
utilization of the B compounds. 
2 •. Catabolite R~ression 
During the next fourteen years muoh work was done in 
the field of metabolic control mechanisms so that in 1961 
the annual symposium at Cold Spring.Harbor was on that 
subject. At that meeting Magasanik (35) presented a paper 
in Which he summa;J:'ized tp.ework that had been done .On the 
glucose effect •. He also presented a theory for the mecha-
nism responsible for the observed reduction in the rate of 
formation of enzymes sensitive to the ef,fect when glucose 
was placed in the medium. Since the effect was not spe-
cific for glucose but could be caused by any energy source 
that could serve efficiently as a source of intermediate 
metabolites, he suggested the name catabolite repression. 
a. Previous Hypotheses. Before presenting his own 
theory Magasanik (35) discussed the various hypotheses that 
had been proposed for catabolite repression. In 1953, 
Cohn and Monod ascribed the inhibitory effect of glucose 
on the formation of f3-galactosidase to interference with 
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the transport mechanism for the inducer. However, 
Magasanik pointed out that the mechanism could not explain 
.the effect on other enzymes, such as histidase, which was 
repressed even when hi.stidine. was inside the cell. In 
) 1955, Spiegelman and his coworkers attempted to explain 
the effect by suggesting that'durlng gr6wth on glucose the 
formation of glucose-degrading enzymes preemptf=~ the cell's 
internal supply of amino acids.and nucJ,.eotides. However,. 
in 1956, Neidhardt and Magasanik showe.d that supplementa-
tion .of.these constituents caused an accele::ration of pro-
tein synthesis but did not re·lieve the glucose effect. 
Another hypothesis, proposed by Englesberg in 1959, at-
tempted to explain the effect by assuming that metabolism 
of .glucose lowers the level of inorganic phosphate in the 
cell and, thus, prevents the·synthesis of inducible 
enzymes. This theory assumed that the synthesis of RNA 
for inducible enzymes was more sensitive to a lack of in-
organic phosphate.than that for c;:onstitutive enzymes, but 
Magasanik pointed out that there was rio evidence for that. 
Besides, not all inducible ·enzymes are glucose-sensitive 
(repressed by glucose) nor are all glueos~~serisitive 
enzymes inducible. 
·~ Magasanik' s Theory., The first fact cited in sup-
port o;f Magasanik's theory of catabolite repression was 
that all glucose-sensitive· enzymes ar,e capable of convert-
ing their substrates to metabolites wlµch the cell can 
also obtain independently and more readily.by metabolis:in 
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of glucose (35). The second assertion was that those 
metabolites are normally formed from glucose at a rate 
more than sufficient· to saturate the capacity of the cell 
to co:µvert them to synthetic products, so that a cell 
. . . 
growing on a mixture of glucose and some more slowly 
degradable compound would not profit from the manufacture 
of the enzymes needed fOr the breakdown of the latter. A 
cell capable of dispensing with the.manufacture of extra 
enzymes would have an economic advantage, particularly if 
the conserved compound were something like an amino acid 
which could be used directly in synthesis. Magasanik and 
h:Ls cow.orkers noted the similarity between this catabolic 
control mechanism and repression exerted by the ultimate 
product of a biosynthetic pathway on the enzymes which 
catalyze the individual reactions of the pathway. · In 1957 ~ 
they formulated the concept that cat<;J,bolites which are 
formed rapidly.from glucose accumulate in the cell and 
repress the formation of enzymes whose activities would 
only augment the already laI'ge pool of those compounds. 
This interpretation led to the name "catabolite 
repression." 
c. Supporting Concepts. .If the theory of catabolite 
repression were valid, then any condition leading to a 
decrease in the rate of.biosynthesis of protein or nucleic 
acid without a comparable reduction in the rate of 
catabolism should lead to.an intracellular accumulation 
of metabolites and an increased repression of catabolic 
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enzymes. That compounds normally degraded too slowly to 
exert catabolite repression can repress under those condi-
tions was demonstrated by l"Iagasanik and his coworkers (35) 
using guanine-requiring mutants of Aerobacter aerogenes 
and E. coli. The validity of this point was confirmed by 
l"Iandelstam (in 35) with nitrogen-starved cells (whose 
continued slow synthesis of protein was due to turnover) 
that could produce ~-galactosidase only in the absence of 
· an energy source .and with cells grown under nitrogen-
limitation in continuous culture (36). 
One fundamental question concerning the theory was 
whether different metabolites were responsible for the 
repression of different enzymes. When cells were placed 
in ammonia-free medium with glucose and histidine, the 
rep;ression o.f histidine d.egra.d·ing enzymes was lifted 
al though the syn the sis of in()si tol dehy.drogenase was still 
repressed, indicating different corepressors (35)~ On 
this same point, l"IcFa11 and Mandelstam {37) demonstrated 
that different metabolites served as corepressors for 
three different enzymes and that· glucose repressed only · 
when it gave rise to sufficient amounts of the specific 
corepressor. They advocated expanding the concept some-
what by changing the name to "metabolite repression." 
Since J"Iagasanik's paper (35) was presented at the 
same conference in which the operon model was discussed, 
there was speculation concerning the involvement of the 
regulator gene in metabolite repression. During the 
discussion, Brown (in 35).presented data demonstrating 
that cells with mutations in the regulator gene for 
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~-galactosidase formed the enzyme at a maximal re.te in the 
absence of the inducer but were still sensitive to the 
repression exerted by glucose in the absence or presence 
of inducer. Although this indicated that the product of 
the regulator gene was not involved in metabolite repres-
sion, it did not negate the possibility that the mechanism 
works by acting eventually on the operator gene. McFall 
and Mandelstam (36) (37) also presented evidence that the 
repression is exerted independently of the regulator gene~ 
2· Basic Mechanism 
Nakada and Magasanik haye studied the basic mecha-
;nisms of metabolite repression. By using 5-fluorouracil, 
which is incorporated intom-RNA, causing the subsequent 
synthesis of inactive protein, and by separating the in-
duction phase from·the phase of enzyme synthesis, they 
obtained evidence that induction stimulated the formation 
of m-RNA specific for ~-,.galactosidase while metabolite 
repression slowed the formation of them-RNA (38). Once 
' induction had occurred, the.subsequent synthesis of 
~-galactosidase in inducer-free medium was not affected 
by the presence or absence of repressing metabolites (39)* 
This, therefore, excluded the possibility that repression 
by metabolites was due to the inhibi ti.on of the release of 
enzyme from ribosome.s as postulated b;y Hauge, 1'1cQuillan, 
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If induction took place in 
the presence of glucose but before the metabolic products 
of glucose had begun to accumulate, the cells acquired 
their full capacity .for ~-galactosidase synthesis, demon-
strating directly that the corepressor was not glucose 
itself but a metabolic product (39)~ McFall and 
I"landelstam (40) had suggested that glucose exerted its 
effect on the lac system by virtue of its rapid conversion 
to galactose, but by using the same type of experiment 
that they had used with glucose, Nakada and Magasanik (39) 
showed that it was also necessary for galactose to be 
metabolized to exert its effect. 
Nakada and I"lagasanik (39) summarized the nature of 
metabolite repression as observed in the lac system. The 
metabolites from glucose inhibit, but do not completely 
block, the synthesis of ~-galactosidase m-RNA, and the 
level of those metabolites determines the rate at which 
the RNA is synthesized. The level of m-RNA, in turn, 
depends only upon the rc;3.te of synthesis because it decays 
exponentially at the same rate irrespective of the pres-
ence or absence of inducer or metabolite corepressor a;nd 
irrespective of the rate of protein synthesis or rate of 
energy metabolism. Since the differential rate of 
~-galactosidase synthesis is determined by the proportion 
of m-RNA specific for it in the total cellular m-RNA~ the 
level of metabolite corepressors will determine the rate 
of enzyme synthesis. 
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4. Relationship _tQ.. the_Q:f?.eron Model 
One area of continued interest is the relationship 
between metabolite repression and the operon model. 
Evidence had been presented that the repression was 
exerted independently of the regulator gene product postu-
lated to be involved in induction. In 1964, Loomis and 
l"Iagasanik {41) used mating experiments w;i.th E.coli to 
confirm that fact. The experiments were designed .to rule 
out the possibility o.f any allosteric character of the 
regulator gene product and showed that the repression 
appeared to ~epend upon the level of the metabolite 
(corepressor) but not upon the level of the regulator gene 
product. 
In 1965 a mutant was isolated with insensitivity to 
metabolite repression ('+2). The character of the mutant 
suggested the presence of another regulator gene which 
determined the metabolite-sensitive repression of the lac 
operon. Th:i,.s gene (labeled the CR gene) controlled a 
cytoplasmic factor which was specific for the lac operon 
and controlled the rate of synthesis of both [3- ·· 
ga1actosidase and [3-galactoside permease (involved with 
transport into the cell); thus, it resembled the regulator 
gene postulated in the operon model (43). Carrying the 
analogy further, the operon model would predict a genetic 
region contiguous to the .lac operoti serving as. an operator 
for the CR gene product. Since an Oc.mutant strain (one 
which has a deletion mutation in the operator region 
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making it insensitive to normal repression) was still 
sensitive to metabo1ite repression, the product of the CR 
gene probably does not interact with the classic operator 
(41). Studies are currently underway in Magasanik's lab-
oratory to determine the nature and location of the opera-
tor region for metabolite repression. 
Involvement of the Reduction of Internal 
- -
Inducer Concentration in_Diauxie 
Additional studies with the lac system revealed an-
other method by which glucose could affect the rate of 
expression of the operon when it was discovered that 
glucose could reduce the internal concentration of in-
ducers for the operon (44). Pre-induction or a high con= 
centration of lactose (8 x 10'-2 !'1) could overcome diauxie 
caused by glucose. Both results are consiste;nt with an 
increased level of lactose in the cells, in the first case 
from increased permease activity, and in the second from 
the higher external concentration of lactose. Loomis and 
Magasanik (44) pointed out that other groups had shown 
that pre-induction of permease would help to QVE:lrcome the 
severe repression exerted by glucose. They suggested that 
diauxie was actually caused by two phenomena acting to-
gether. Metabolite repression reduced the basal level of 
permease so that insufficient activity was present to 
overcome the ability of glucose to reduce the internal 
concentration of; inducer. 
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Adhya and Echols (45) presented evidence that inhibi-
tion at the level of inducer transport is a possible pri-
mary mechanism of dif;luxie in the case of the.galactose 
degrading enzymes. They stated that glucose did not in-
hibit induction of the galactose enzymes if glucose and 
galactose were produced intracellurlar;i_y by the hydrolysis 
of lactose. However, the data presented in their Table 4 
for a galactoside permease constitutive mutant does not 
verify this because it shows that the. level of transferase 
in cells grown on lactose plus glucose was 40% of the level 
in cells grown on galactose and that the level in cells 
grown on galactose plus glucose was 50°/b of the unrepressed 
level ( 45). !'hough it appears obvious that a repression 
had occurred in both cases, it is possible that their 
statement was based on. the failure to obtain a complete 
repression of synthesis. The growth curve on galactose 
plus glucose for the mutant was.not diauxic as it was in 
the wild type. Probably, therefore, the effect that .they 
observed was similar to that reported by Loomis and 
Magasanik (44), wherein the severe repression characterized 
by diauxic growth on glucose plus lactose was caused by a 
combination of the effect on transport and metabolite 
repression. Thus, six years after Magasanik (35) had dis-
missed the proposal of Cohen and Monad that interference 
with the transport mechanism of the inducer was involved 
in dia.uxie, new evidence has been presented showing that 
it is pa:r:·tially, but not entirely, the cause in some cases. 
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6. ~---- A tteDTI2_t s ___ to __ Identif_;y the }'letabolit e c.C\r~1:ess9r 
Some attempts have been made to identify the metabo-, 
lite that acts as the corepressor to trigger metabolite 
repression. In the S-galactosidase system of E. coli, 
glucose, galactose! gluconate, or their direct derivatives 
were not required for repression because when anaboli,sn1 
was reduced in an isomerase,..-negative strain repression was 
caused by fructose, lactate, xylose, and succina te ( the 
former group of compounds could not be formed from the 
latter in that mutant) (L~6). Also, compounds of the Krebs 
cycle did not appear to be required since glucose gave 
rise to repression in a mutant under conditions where the 
fornw.tion of Krebs eycle compounds was seve:rely restricted. 
Loomis and JYlagasanik (46) suggested that if metabolite 
·repression were caused by a single compound that it would 
probably be related to the pentoses and trioses of inter--
mediate metabolism. 
Dobrogosz (47) (48) and Okinaka and Dobrogosz (49) 
showed an association between metabolite repression of 
!3-galactosidase and the oxidative decarboxylation of 
pyruvate. When cells were placed under anaerobic condi-
tions, metabolite repression was shut off for one to one 
and one-half generations, then switched back on, but if 
nitrate or pyruvate were provided when the anaerobic con-
ditions were imposed, then the repression continued. When 
oxygen, nitrate, or hydrogen ions were available as elec-
tron acceptors, pyruvate decarboxylation proceeded at a 
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rapid differential rate and repression occurred, but in 
the absence of the acceptors, the decarboxylation proceeded 
slowly and there was no repression. Their interpretation 
of those results was that repression increased in propor-
tion to the efficient dissimilation of pyruvate to acetate 
and 002 with the accompanying production of ATP and other 
''high-energy" compounds. Based on several considerations 
they postulated that one or more of the energy rich com-
pounds might function directly or indirectly as the pri-
mary signal or corepressor for initiating metabolite 
repression. This is an interesting proposal, especially 
in light of the fact that ATP is thought to be involved 
with allosteric :interactions of some enzymes, as dis-
cussed previously. ·lf. ATP is involved in such interac-
tions, · then a similar· allosteric activation of an inactive 
CR gene product would provide a satisfying unity to con-
trol mechanisms. If this were true, however, then it 
would appear that many cases would have been reported in 
which a single compound serves as an effective repressor 
for several enzymes. Instead, as wa~ pointed out earlier~ 
both Magasanik (35) and McFall and Ylandelstam (37) have 
shown that different metabolites were required for differ-
ent enzymes. This question will probably not be resolved 
for some time because the level of metabolites and level 
of ATP in the cell are related in such a way that when 
the level of metabolites is high, the level of ATP is apt 
to be high also. 
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Mandelstam and Jacoby (50) presented evidence for the 
involvement of specific compounds in the repression of the 
first three enzymes of the mandelate degrading pathwayo 
The first three enzymes in the pathway were determined by 
an operon and were inducible by mandelate, but they were 
repressible by benzoate (t:ne en.d.-product to which they 
give rise), catechol (the end-product of the second group 
in the pathway) ' and by succinate ( the final pr.oduct of 
the pathway). 
7. Transi;ent Repression 
There is one other area that should.be briefly men-
tioned in the theoretical considerations of metabolite 
repression, and that is II transient repression. " When 
cells from certain strains of E. coli were transferred 
from a medium containing glycerol to one containing glu-
cose and an inducer of f3-galactosidase, there was no delay 
in the resumption of growth, but the cells did not make 
detectable amounts of f3-galactosidase for a period of 
approximately one generation, after which they recovered 
the ability to form enzyme (51) (52). This effect was 
also observed forgalactokinase and tryptophanase. The 
extent of recovery was to about 15% of the differential 
rate of synthesis established when glucose was not in the 
medium (53) o The c.ause of the severe transient repression 
was thought to be tne high internal level of metabolites 
that was produced when glucose was added to the system 
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(53). Following the addition of glucose, there was a 
rapid increase in the concentrations of glucose-6-phosphate, 
6-phosphogluconate, fructose-1, 6-diphosphate, and NADPH, 
but as these pool sizes decreased the severe repression 
was released and the less severe repression took over. 
Genetic studies showed that transient repression was 
distinct from metabolite repression because it required a 
functional operator, and could be genetically abolished in 
strains that sti 11 showed metabolite repression ( 54). 
Tyler, Loomis, and l'lagasanik (55) found transient repres-
sion to be independent of a mutation in the CR gene which 
made the mutant insensitive to metabolite repression. 
Palmer and Moses (56) used two strains with mutations in 
the regulator gene to demonstrate that when the cell was 
made constitutive transient repression was abol:j_shed,, 
although metabolite repression had been shown to be active 
under those conditions. They postulated that perhaps 
transient repression was caused by interaction of the 
metabolite corepressor and the regulator gene product so 
that the affinity of the repressor for the operator was 
increased. 
Other differE:1nces between metabolite and transient 
repression are that the phosphorylated compounds impli-
cated in transient repression presumably do not enter the 
common metabolic pool involved in metabolite repression, 
and. that transient repression appears to be effective as 
soon as the new compound enters the cell while at 37° about 
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eight minutes of protein synthesis elapse before metabo-
lite repression begins (55). Therefore, Tyler et al. (55) 
concluded that transient repression is a general phenome-
non which effects the differential rate of S-galactosidase 
synthesis immediately upon the addition of many compounds 
to cells growing in another carbon source; does not result 
from a reduction in the internal level of inducer; and is 
apparently elicited by a mechanism distinct from that 
which mediates metabolite repression. 
8. Summarx 
In general, it appears that metabolite repression 
works in a manner analogous to the control mechanisms of 
induction and repression postulated in the operon model. 
The evidence indicates that inducible catabolic enzymes 
are controlled by two regulator genes, one of which (CR 
gene-type) is sensitive to the level of a corepressor 
whose structure is unknown 9 so that when the level of the 
corepressor (probably an intermediary metabolite) is high 
the CR gene product is activated causing a decrease in the 
rate of inducible enzyme synthesis. It is currently not 
known how the reduction is caused. Regardless of the 
particu,lars of the mechanism, the effect is to reduce the 
rate of synthesis of the enzymes needed to degrade one 
compound when another more easily degraded compound is 
placed into the medium. 
CHAPTER III 
LITERATURE REVIEW 
All of the concepts presented in the previous chapter 
were developed using pure cultures of microorganisms; how-
ever, bioenvironmental engineers must often work with 
natural or heterogeneous microbial populations' particulaJ'.'wo 
ly in waste water treatmt::mt. As Gaud;y'" ( 31) pointed out 
the introductory remarks of a paper presented before the 
American Society for Microbiology, working with such popu-
lations had perhaps limited basic research into microbial 
mechanisms and fostered a dependence on certain II platj tudes n 
by engineers. One such over-simplification that had been 
prevalent for some time.was that because waste waters have 
a variety of carbon sources and organisms, each species 
will pick out the substrate it can metabolize best~ and 
removal of all exogenous carbon sources will proceed con-
currently. However~ exposure to Monod 1 s concepts of 
diauxie led Gaudy to question that 11 platitude II and ini ti-
ate experiments which have shown that the control mecha-
nisms that apply to pure cultures have broad applicability 
and are exerted in natural populations as well. This lit-
erature review is concerned chiefly with the expanding area 
of research into control mechanisms as found in natural 
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populations plus additional information on pure cultures 
that is applicable to continuous flow operation. 
A. Batch Systems 
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The preferential utilization of glucose by a sorbitol-
acclimated culture was the first published example of 
metabolic control mechanisms in heterogeneous populations 
(14). Glucose was totally removed from the system before 
the metabolism of sorbitol began, but the lag between the 
utilization phases was not severe enough to cause diauxic 
growth or diphasic oxygen uptake. 
The effect of cell age (defined by operational param-
eters) on the response of the system was studied next (16). 
Old cells (those that had been grown in a batch unit with 
wastage of one-third of the mixed liquor every day for at 
least 21 days) failed to show the sequential substrate 
removal exhibited by young cells (2 ml of seed used to 
reseed 60 ml of fresh medium every day for three days) 
while intermediate-age cells (a small portion of old cells 
were washed and resuspended in fresh medium, then fed like 
the old cells for three days) showed an intermediate sub-
strate removal response. In the last syi.:,tem sorbi tol 
removal continued in the presence of glucose but at a 
decreasing rate until all glucose was gone, then proceeded 
at an increasing rate. Old cells that had been seeded 
into flasks and grown under II new cell" conditions gave the 
new cell substrate removal response, indicating that the 
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change in response of th~ system with age was not due to a 
shift in the population away from cells possessing the 
responsible control mechanism. '11he cause of the cell age 
phenomenon is still under investigation. 
In the experiments in which the cell age phenomenon 
was discovered, the initial cell concentration was high, 
yet sorbitol metabolism was stopped in spite of the prior 
acclimation to the substrate (16). In order for that to 
occur, the activity of the enzymes already present must 
have been altered. This implied that an inhibition of 
enzyme activity was occurring as well as a repression of 
synthesis. The results of two other types of experiments 
led to the postulation of the catabolic inhibition mecha-
nism discussed in the previous section. First, in both 
heterogeneous and pure cultures, sequential substrate 
removal occurred in a large inoculum under non-proliferating 
conditions. Since little or no enzyme synthesis could 
occur under those conditions, the only possible relevant 
mechanism was inhibition (15). The second type of experi-
ment involved a "severe 10 shock load in which the shock 
compound was injected into a culture actively metabolizing 
another substrate (57) (58). Using young cells it was 
shown that the metabolism of sorbitol~ mannitol, or 
dulcitol was blocked immediately by the addition of glu-
cose. When a unit degrading sorbitol was shocked with 
galactose, there was an initial blockage of sorbitol 
utilization, followed by concurrent removal of the two 
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substrates with sorbitol removal occurring at a diminished 
rate. A lactose shock had no effect upon the removal of 
sorbitol, and lactose removal did not start until all 
sorbitol was gone. When a ribose degrading unit was 
shocked with glucose, there was no immediate effect upon 
ribose metabolism, b.ut as the rate of glucose metabolism 
increased, the rate of ribose metabolism decreased. The 
results of these experiments were additional evidence for 
the existence .of the catabolic inhibition mechanism and 
emphasized the broad character of control mechanisms in 
general. 
Su (17) recently completed a study on the utilization 
of mixtures of carbohydrates by heterogeneous populations 
in which he investigated 18 different combinations of ~ub-
strates. Experiments were run with cells acclimated to 
each substrate in each pair. He observed four different 
patterns of substrate removal: 1) ·concurrent removal 
accompanied by monophasic growth 9 2) sequential removal 
c;1ccompanied by diphasic growth, 3) sequential removal 
accompanied by monophasic growth, and 4) concurrent 
removal accompanied bydiphasic growth caused by inhibi-
tion of enzymes by metabolic intermediates~ Of the 3} 
experiments in which he could characterize the growth 
patterns, 20 were of type 1, 11 of type 2, one of type 3, 
and one of type 4. Thus, it is clear that substrate 
interactions caused by metabolic control mechanisms is a 
widespread phenomenon in natural populations. 
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In a study preliminary to this report, it was shown 
that glucose slightly decreased the rates of removal of 
glutamic acid and as:partic acid (18). In both cases the 
substrate removal was concurrent, although it was obvious 
that an interaction had occurred •. · Because amino acids 
: .. ·· :: . :. . . 
generally were removed concurrently with glucose, it was 
necessary to develop a more sensitive method for detecting 
a repress.ton or inhibition effect in mixtures of carbo-
· hydrates and. amino acids. The method developed for the 
· present studies will be 4iscussed in the next chapter. 
Prakasam and Dondero ·(59) (60) acclimated sewage seed 
to sorbitol in a manner identical to that used by Gaudy 
(14) in order to check his report of sequential substrate 
removal. Using the young cell technique, they confirmed 
independently the effect.of glucose on sorbitol removal~ 
Since the results depended on an indirect determination of 
sorbitol by calculation, they also performed experiments 
using radioactively labeled sorbitol which substantiated 
their previous data. They also performed labeled·sorbitol 
utilization experiments with act~vated sludge d1.rectly 
from a sewage treatment plant (60) •. Removal of sorbitol 
occurred more quickly in the mixe.d unit than it. did in the 
control, but since no data were given for f?;lucose utiliza-
tion in the mixture .or for.· sludge growth. it is difficult 
to evaluate their results. · However,. in light of Gaudy' s 
(16) findings of the sludge.age effect, it is not surpris-
. ' . . 
ing that concurrent removal appears to have occurred, 
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since cells in activated sludge are often quite old. In 
fact, the oxygen uptake data for the activated sludge in-
dicates very low activity~ characteristic of an old sludge. 
Although they were aware of the cell age phenomenon, they 
made no mention of it in connection with this finding. 
Prakasam and Dondero evaluated the diversity of the 
microbial communities in the sewage with which they started 
and in the adapted cultures with which they ran the 
sorbitol removal experiments. As would be anticipated, 
they found a divergence between the types of organisms in 
the two systems. They then said (60): 
The simplification of the population during 
adaptation provided an explanation for the 
repr~ssion of sorbitol metabolis:µi by glucose. 
. • • In a t:t'uly mixed population·, whatever 
enzyme rep:t'ession takes. place appears to affect 
only a part of the population,· leaving the re-
mainder free to attack the available substrates 
immediately. 
The author must disagree with the implications of these 
statements. Actually 9 a population selected for growth 
on one compound offers the most severe test of the impor-
tance of the repression or inhibition phenomena. In such 
a selected population, the only organisms present are 
those that can grow on the original substrate or its 
excreted metabolic products. Those that have been 
II discarded" are those which cannot use the substrate. 
Since only extraneous organisms are missing, their absence 
should have no effect upon the operation of the control 
mechanisms involved with a substrate that they cannot use. 
In a "truly mixed population" the only way that the 
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II r$mainder" can be free to attack the substrate is if 
that remainder has the genetic capability to use that sub-
strate. If it has that ability, it will be present in the 
selected population, and, thus, its effect will still be 
measured. It is much more likely that the conc-urrent 
removal observed in the activated sludge was due to the 
sludge age phenomenon instead of the divergence in popula-
tion that existed between it and the adapted culture. 
Stumm-Zollinger (61) (62) has also studied metabolic 
control mechanisms in heterogeneous populations. In her 
first paper (61) she considered the kinetics of substrate 
utilization as related to growth, but unfortunately her 
final equation was incorrect. She integrated -dS/dt = 
(µ/y)B 0 eµt and obtained -tiS = (B0 /y)(l + eµt); however, 
the correct equation is -68 = (B0 /y)(l eµt). Although 
this could have been a typographical error, her use of the 
equation is open to question. She said that a plot of 
log(-~S) versus time gives a linear relationship for 
t >> O; however, in order for· (1 - eµt) to be approximately 
(less than 5% error) equal to (-eµt) ( the condition needed 
to make a simple log pl.ot) t must be greater than 6 hours, 
a condition rarely met in her experiments. Even more 
critical is her statement that II the rate of bacterial 
growth, as an approximate measure of the rate of enzyme 
formation, is determined over a period of several genera-
tion times" {61). That growth rate could represent the 
rate of enzyme formation would be a valid assumption for 
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enzymes in a single substrate system or for the total 
enzyme complement in a multi-component system, but it is 
not valid for the specialized enzymes needed to degrade 
one compound in a multi-component system. It cannot be 
assumed that the rate of growth will represent the rate of 
synthesis of a particular enzyme when the object of the 
study is to determine the existence of a control mechanism 
(repression) which exerts its effect by altering the rate 
of synthesis with respect to the rate of growth. 
Because of the above statement, it would appear nec-
essary for readers to evaluate independently the data from 
Stumm-Zollinger's growing systems, but unfortunately not 
enough data were presented to allow this. The data showed 
that glucose exerted no inhibitory effects upon the 
activity of benzoate degrading enzymes, but, in the growth 
experiment, no substrate removal data were presented for 
the control reactors so that it is impossible to determine 
whether any repression occurred in the mixed reactor. 
Glucose exerted an inhibi tor;y- effect upon the removal of 
galactose in cells acclimated to galactose, but the experi-
ment performed with glucose-acclimated cells was inconclu-
sive~ The same time was required for the initiation of 
galactose removal in the galactose control as in the mixed 
unit, so it was concluded that glucose had no effect upon 
the formation of galactose degrading enzymes. Unfortu-
nately, since all glucose was removed from the mixed 
reactor before the initiation of galactose removal in the 
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control, it is impossible to determine whether glucose 
exerted any effect. In such a mixture, where an inhibi-
tion of activity had been shown to occur, an assay for 
galactose degrading ability in the absence of glucose would 
be necessary in order to distinguish between inhibition 
and repression. This same argument applies for the growth 
experiment which showed diauxic growth. 
will be discussed in the next chapter. 
Such an assay 
Glucose had no 
effect upon the activity of pre-formed phenylalanine 
degrading enzymes but did repress the synthesis of those 
enzymes in a growing system. Although it was claimed that 
benzoate exerted the same effect upon phenylalanine de-
grading enzymes, only a diphasic growth curve was presented 
and this could be interpreted as showing growth on 
phenylalanine first. In an interesting experiment, it was 
shown that phenylalanine served as the nitrogen source for 
growth on glucose in an ammonia-free medium, and that a 
lag period was required before phenylalanine degradation 
commenced after the utilization of glucose. 
Al though Stumm-Zollinger us experiments could have made 
a contribution to the bioengineering knowledge of control 
mechanisms, they were ruined by her failure to realize the 
importance of comparing the change in removal rate with 
respect to a unit change in cell mass in the mixture to 
the corresponding change in the control. It also appears 
that she did not realize that metabolite repression can 
result merely in a decrease in the rate of synthesis of an 
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enzyme, and need not necessarily cause a complete cessa-
tion. When only a decrease occurs, concurrent removal will 
still be found, although repression is still operative. 
Methods of evaluating results to take this into account 
will be ~iscussed in the next chapter. 
The same general comment$ apply to Stumm.;..Zollinger's 
second paper (62). She.said that in a growing culture 
repression is indicated if the rate of substrate utiliza-
tion stays constant despite an increase in solids, again 
not recognizing that repression does not have to be a 
complete cessation of synthesis. Her results suffer from 
her failure to consider the fact that her controls and 
mixtures had different concentrations of organisms, par-
ticularly in the tryptophan experiment. All of the exper-
iments presented on galactose used substrate and cell 
concentrations such that little growth could occur, so 
that they were measurements of inhibition of activity, 
and 13.s such agree with her previous paper. The reconsti-
tuted bacterial river water community exhibited a delay in 
the utilization of galactose in the presence of glucose, 
which perhaps was caused by a repression mechanism, but no 
explanation was offered. Stumm-Zollinger's conclusions 
agree with Prakasam and Dondero (60) that acclimation 
leads to enrichment of a few species; however, as pointed 
out in the discussion of their results, this is not nec-
essarily a disadvantage. 
Because Toerien and Kotze (63) thought that metabolite 
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repression might play an important role in anaerobic 
q_igestion of sewage and industrial wastes~ they isolated a 
strain of Bacillus cereus from a laboratory anaerobic 
digester and studied the effects of glucose, fructose, 
galactose, and soluble starch on the activities of protease 
and various intermediary metabolic enzymes. The experi-
ments were performed in shaker flasks, presumably under 
aerobic conditions, so that, in light of the work of 
Dobrogosz (47) (48), the application of the results to 
anaerobic conditions is questionable, although they might 
offer some information concerning metabolite repression 
in general. Protease activity was measured at the end of 
24, 48, 72, and 96 hours, while the other enzymes were 
determined after 72 hours. The growth rate const~nts were 
the same in all units, but the duration of exponential 
growth was not noted and, therefore, it is impossible to 
assess at what points in the growth cycle the enzyme 
assays were performed. Since Bacillus cereus grows quite 
rapidly~ it is probable that some of the analyses were 
performed after all of the substrates were exhausted, in 
which case they would not particularly be meaningful in 
relation to the repression mechanism. Protease units were 
plotted versus time in all of the reactors. At 24 hours 
only the glucose reactor differed from the control (which 
contained only bacto-peptone) and its enzyme.level was 
lowe:v, indicating repression. At 48~ 72, and 96 hours, 
there was no difference between the galactose reactor and 
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the control, but the protease levels in the fructose and 
starch reactors were higher than the controls~ Growth 
curves were not presented and the activities were expressed 
as vnits per ml of test solution so it is not possible to 
determine the specific activities for direct comparisons 
among the units. The data were discussed in terms of 
possible mechanisms for the repression based on the analy-
ses of the activities of EMF, pentose shunt, and 1rCA 
enzymes, but since no data were presented indicating the 
nature of the culture when the analyses were performed the 
significance of the discussion is limited. About the only 
conclusion that could be .confirmed from the data was that 
glucose repressed protease synthesis, but fructose, 
galactose and starch did not. 
The last three sets of papers discussed have empha-
sized three shortcomings of bioenvironmental engineers 
working in the area of metabolic control mechanisms using 
batch cultures: 1) The failure to recognize that metabo-
lite repression can result in only a decrease in the rate 
of enzyme synthesis and does not always cause a complete 
cessation; 2) the failure to provide adequate controls in 
the experiments; and 3) the failure to evaluate data in 
growth experiments on the basis of the amount of change in 
substrate removal rate that occurs with a unit change in 
solids. The experiments presented in this report were 
designed to take these considerations into account and the 
methods employed will be discussed in the next chapter. 
4? 
B. Continuous Flow Systems 
1. Heterogeneous Populations 
The most important type of shock load (from the stand-
point of control mechanisms) to a continuous flow reactor 
is the qualitative one because it can cause substrate 
interactions within the cells. The only published research 
report of this type of shock is the paper by Komolrit and 
Gaudy (6'+) in which they studied the responses of com-
pletely mixed, continuous flow reactors growing on sorbitol · 
or glycerol at four hour detention times to glucose shock 
loads. When the shock was strictly qualitative (i.e., no 
change in the total organic loading), the system responded 
quite well with very little washout of substrate into the 
effluent. When the load was applied by adding the second 
compound in addition to the first, there was a disruption 
of treatment in proportion to the magnitude of the shock. 
For example, when the influent was changed from 1000 mg/1 
sorbitol to 1000 mg/1 sorbitol plus 1000 mg/1 glucose, 
there was no washout of either sorbitol or glucose although 
the total COD in the effluent did reach almost 300 mg/1 
due to excreted metabolic products. When the influent was 
changed from 1500 mg/1 sorbitol to 1500 mg/1 sorbitol plus 
1500 mg/1 glucose, the sorbitol concentration in the 
effluent rose to 200 mg/1 and the total COD to 600 mg/1, 
indicating a disruption of sorbitol utJ.l:ization and a 
large production of metabolic intermediates. After a 
transient period the compounds were again removed in the 
reactor. Similar results were obtained for the glycerol 
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reactor when glucose was added to the feed. When 1500 mg/1 
of glucose was added to the feed of a reactor growing on 
500 mg/1 glycerol, there was a build-up of glucose for two 
hours before. the culture was able 'to metabolize it, but 
once utilization started it caused a build-up .of glycerol 
in the reactor. 
. . 
Komolrit and Gaudy also shocked the reactors under 
conditions of nitrogen de.ficiency at which time the cells 
could not respond by greatly increasing the biological 
solids concentration as in t:he previous experiments. 
Under the most severe nitrogen limitation, the cells used 
the added glucose in preference to the sorbitol or 
glycerol, causing the latter.two to be washed out ;in the 
effluent with little or no removc;3..l. In the less· severe 
experiments of this type, there was an increase in solids, 
probably due partly to stored carbohydrate material, 
allowing less wash-out in the effluent. No explanation 
was offered for the drastic alteration in the pattern of 
response under the more severe nitrogen limitation, but 
they did speculate that possibly the synthesis of enzymes 
reqµired for rapid formation of polysaccharides could 
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occur under the less severe nitrogen limitation but not 
under the greater. Part of the difference between the 
systems may lie .in the fact that before the shock the less 
severely limited systems ~ad a BOD:N ratio of 10:1, while 
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the one subjected to the severe limitation had BOD:N of 
20:1. As the shock loads on the first system (lO:l) show, 
there was probably excess nitrogen in the system prior to 
the shock so that when the influent substrate concentra-
tion was changed to give a ratio of 20:1 the system was 
brought into balance with all nitrogen being used,. The 
basis for this conjecture is that if more nitrogen had 
been available'i the solids would not have stabilized while 
the effluent still contained 300 mg/1 of GOD. :Prior to 
the severe nitrogen-limited shock the BOD:N ratio was 
20:1, and the control curves given show that the effluent 
COD was 200 mg/1, indicating that the system was under 
nitrogen-limited conditions~ not carbon-limited. Thus, 
when the shock was added (giving BOD: N of LJ-0: l) there was 
no excess nitrogen to allow more solids production, and 
the response was that of a system that is not carbon-
limited. It would be interestiug to see the response of a 
sy$tem taken from BOD:N of 10:1 to the level of 40:1 by 
the addition of substrate o The final steady state values 
would probably be siil).ilar to those reported but·the tran-
sient conditions would be different, with an increase in 
solids until nitrogen became limiting. 
2. Pure Cultures 
. __,.... 
Because their interests are di.fferent from those of 
the waste water treatment engineer, the basic scientists 
have not approached the problem of metabolite repression 
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from the aspect of II shock loads 11 • Instead~ when they have 
used continuous flow conditions, repression has been stud-
ied by adding the inducer and following the rate of in-
crease of enzyme when some other carbon source was in the 
medium. Boddy et alo, (65) followed the level of amidase 
specific activity when acetamide was added to the feed of 
continuous flow reactors growing on succinate and found 
that both the rate of increase and the steady state levels 
were functions of flow rate. At the low flow rate 
(D = 0.22 hr- 1 ), the amidase level reached 100, but at 
D = 0.76, it reached a level only slightly higher than the 
basal level found on succinate alone. When the levels of 
amidase in cultures growing on acetamide or acetamide plus 
succinate were compared, it was found that the steady 
state activity in the mixed substrate system decreased 
more rapidly than that in the acetamide culture as the 
growth rate was increased (66). It was postulated that 
the production of metabolic intermediates caused the more 
rapid decrease in amidase synthesis with increasing flow 
rate in the mixed system (65). At the low growth rate, 
the metabolites were used and the internal carbo~ pool 
depleted, so that when acetamide was ~dded to the feed 
the conditions were favorable for induction and the rate 
of s?nthesis was regulated by the supply of inducer. At 
the higher growth rates, however, the pools were probably 
less depleted 9 causing a shift in the balance between 
inducer and catabolite repressor in favor of repression 
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until at the highest growth rate the amidase synthesis was 
almost completely stopped. 
Baidya, Webb, and Lilly (67) studied the response of 
the two-stage chemostat when the feed was shifted from 
glucose to glucose plus lactose. The volume of the second 
stage was 1.7 times the volume of the first. At the 
lowest flow rate studied (D = 0.148 in first stage), 45 
hours were required for the initiation of lactose utiliza-
tion, with degradation starting in the second reactor~ and 
following shortly in the first reactor so that when the 
new steady state was reached both substrates were removed 
in the first reactor. At higher flow rates, the time be-
tween introduction of lactose and commencement of utiliza-
tion increased, and steady states were reached, which 
lasted for long periods, in which only glucose was removed 
in the first reactor and lactose in the second. Under the 
conditions when both substrates were utilized in the first 
reactor, if the lactose was removed from the feed, kept 
out long enough for the glucose steady state to be re-
established, and then returned to the medium, lactose 
utilization in the first reactor was immediate. Because 
of this finding and because the delay in utilization when 
lactose was first introduced was much longer than the 
diauxic lag observed in batch, they postulated the in-
volvement of the permease effect known to occur in lactose 
utilization (i.e., the protection offered by preinduction 
against repression in the lac operon). Since the cells 
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were preinduced and the permease is fairly stable, when 
the lactose was added again it could be taken inside the 
cell to cause further induction and allow utilization 
immediately. When the cells were not preinduced, the level 
of intermediates from glucose utilization was evidently 
high enough to prevent entrance of lactose and synthesis 
of the a-galactosidase system. 
Harte and Webb (68) studied the response of a two-
stage reactor to the introduction of maltose. Maltose and 
glucose gave diauxic growth in batch, but when maltose was 
added to the feed of a continuous flow reactor at low flow 
rate (D up to O. 38 in first reactor) the response was the 
same as an increase in the glucose concentration: there was 
no lag before utilization began. At medium flow rates 
(D = 0.46 to 1.03), there was a distinct lag before malt-
ose utilization began which increased in duration as the 
flow rate increased. Growth due to maltose occurred 
initially in the second reactor, followed after a long 
delay by the removal of all maltose in the first reactor. 
At fast flow rates (D = lo055 to 1.135), maltose removal 
was accomplished only in the second reactor. These re-
sults indicate that repression of synthesis of maltose 
degrading enzymes in the first reactor became more severe 
at the higher flow rates. 
The literature on both heterogeneous and pure cultures 
in continuous flow has shown that metabolic control mech-
anisms influence the response of organisms to a change in 
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environment. In the heterogeneous culture experiments a 
glucose shock load disrupted sorbitol metabolism. The 
pure culture experiments showed that repressing-type 
compounds influenced the induction of enzymes for degrada-
tion of new compounds in the medium and that the response 
was a f1.+nction of the flow rate. The experiments that 
will be presented in this report were designed to measure 
the influence of several carbohydrates on lysine removal 
in continuous flow, to determine whether that influence 
was due to metabolite repression, and to ascertain the 
effect of flow rate upon the response. 
CHAPTER IV. 
MATERIALS AND METHODS 
Ao General Conditions 
1. Batch Experiments 
a. Organisms. The organisms used in all expe~iments 
·were obtained from a laboratory batch reactor initially 
seeded with primary clarifier.effluent.from the municipal 
sewage treatment plant at Stillwater, Oklahoma. 
b. Daily Gro.wth Conditions - Stock Reactor. The 
culture was maintained in a 100 ml aeration vessel (stock 
reactor) by transferring five per cent of the growing cul-
ture into fresn medium every twelve hours. The substrate 
was L-lysine at a concentration of 5000 mg/1 COD. Buffer 
and inorganic salts were provided in the following con-
centrations: 1.0 M potassium phosphate buffer, pH 7.0, 
50 ml/1; (NH.t, )2 SO" , 2500 mg/1; MgSQ4 ° 7~ 0, 500 mg/1;. 
FeC13 • 6~ O, 2. 5 mg/1; MnS04 ° ~ 0, 50 mg/1; CaC12 , '\QO mg/1; 
\ 
tap water, 200 ml/1. The remainder of the. volume was dis-
tilled water. 
c. Experimental Growth Conditions. Experiments were 
performed at room temperature ( 22° ± 1. 5°) in batch 
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reactors of 1500 ml volume, aerated· at a rate of 3000 .ml/min. 
Seed was taken from the stock reactor in volume sufficient 
to provide an initial biological solids concentration of 
approximately 30 mg/1. Buffer and salt concentrations 
were the same in all experiments: 1.0 M potassium phos-
phate buffer, pH 7. 0, 33 ml/1; (N& )2 SQ4 , 1666 mg/1; 
MgS04 • 7 H2 0, 333 mg/1; FeC13 • 6 ~ 0, 167 mg/1; J:'lnS04 • ~ 0, 
33.3 mg/1; CaC12 , 20 mg/1; and tap water, 200 ml/1. The 
reJnainder of the volume was distilled water. The sub-
strates and their concentrations were changed for each 
e~erim~nt, and will be appropriately noted in the results 
section. 
2. Continuous Flow Experiments 
a. Organis!!!.§_. Primary clarifier effluent from the 
municipal sewage treatment.plant at Stillwater, Oklahoma 
was used to seed a batch reactor in which 5000 mg/1 lysine 
(COD) was the sole carbon source. The population was 
allowed to grow overnight and then a 250 ml aliquot was 
transferred to each continuous flow reactor with 2000 mg/1 
lysine COD. After two hours growth, the feed medium pumps 
were started. 
b. Media. Reactor A was operated under carbon-
limited conditions, with 1000 mg/1 lysine, as COD, serving 
as the sole carbon source. Reactor B was operated under 
· magnesium-limited conditions with 2000 mg/1 lysine, as 
COD, serving as the sole carbon source. The lysine 
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concentration in reactor B was higher than that in A to 
insure that carbon was not limiting. The growth media 
were made of the constituents in Table I. The concentra-
tions of the components of these media are similar to 
those normally used in the Bioenviromnental Engineering 
Laboratories for 2000 mg/1 COD of carbon source, except 
for the M.gSQ4 • 7lt.? 0 in reactor B (64). Tap water was not 
added because it contains magnesium in variable quanti-
ties, and the Na2 M.o04 • 2~ 0 was used to provide molybdenum. 
When the shock loads were applied to the. systems, 
1000 mg/1 of COD due to a carbohydrate was added to the 
feed media. 
c. Apparatus. A diagram of the continuous flow 
reactor used in th:Ls study is shown in Figure 2. Since 
the objective was to study the metabolic control mecha-
nisms op~rative when a carbohydrate was added to the feed,. 
a single stage, completely mixed, homogeneous, open-type 
reactor was employed (69). The reactor was cylindrical, 
with a nominal volume of 1 liter, had effluent discharge 
around the entire upper edge, and was submerged in a 
constant temperature bath maintained at 25° C ± 0.5°. 
Aeration and mixing were provided by compressed air 
(30 psi) which was passed through a gauze trap and then 
through a water bath before entering the reactor at a rate 
of 3500 ml/min through a stone diffuser. Feed was deliv-
ered to the reactors by a peristaltic pump (Si~mamotor 
Model .AL-2E) and was injected below the liquid surface to 
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TABLE I 
CONTINUOUS FLOW GROWTH MEDIA 
Comvonent 
1.0 :r1 _potassium 
phosphate buffer, 
pH 7.0 
(NH4 ) 2 804 
Na2 I10Q4 • 2~ 0 
FeC13 • 6H2 0 
CaC12 
I1nB04 H2 0 
I1gS04 • 7~ 0 
L-lysine-HCl 
(measured as COD) 
Distilled water 
Reactor A 
20 ml/1 
1000 mg/1 
2.0 mg/1 
1.0 mg/1 
15 mg/1 
20 mg/1 
200 mg/1 
1000 mg/1 
to volume 
Reactor B 
20 ml/1 
1000 mg/1 
2.0 mg/1 
1.0 mg/1 
15 mg/1 
20 mg/1 
5. 0 mg/1 (D = 0 .167) 
l. 5 mg/l(D = 0 .083) 
2000 mg/1 
to volume 
Figur-e 2. Schematic Representation of a Continuous Flow Reactor 
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insure against short circuiting. Tha injection tube was 
kept clear of reactor liquid by passing a stream of air 
(250 ml/min) through it, and was cleaned daily with a 
chromic acid cleaning solution as was the feed line down-
stream from the pump. The feed jug and line upstream from 
the pump were cleaned every other day and no difficulty 
was encountered with contamination of either. Dilute-in 
curves confirmed that the reactor was completely mixed. 
Two such units were run concurrently. 
B. Experimental Protocol 
1. Batch Experiments 
Immediately prior to running an experiment, seed was 
removed from the stock reactor and centrifuged for fifteen 
minutes at 25,400 RCF in a Sorvall RC2-B refrigerated 
centrifuge. The supernatant was discarded, and the cells 
were resuspended in potassium phosphate buffer by blending 
for ten seconds at low speed in a Waring blender. The 
suspension was used to seed a lysine control reactor, 
carbohydrate control reactor, one or more reactors con ... 
taining mixtures of lysine and carbohydrate, and a series 
of shaker flasks for the determination of maximum growth 
rate, µm. At zero hour, the substrates were added to the 
reactors and 40 ml samples were removed and centrifuged 
for twenty minutes at 18,400 RCF in a Sorvall SS-1 centri-
fuge. 4t the same time samples were removed for optical 
density determination at 540 nm using l9 mm tubes in a 
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Bausch and Lomb Spectronic 20. After centrifugation, the 
supernatant was carefully removed; 20 ml were used for 
determination of COD and 10 ml were frozen for later anal-
ysis for lysine and carbohydrate. Two samples were also 
used for measurement of biological solids concentration. 
This procedure was repeated at each sample point. In some 
experiments, aliquots were also removed for re~lica 
plating with the initial and final samples. · As will be 
noted in the results section, a specific enzymatic capa-
bility determina,.tion was performed in some of the experi-. 
ments. In those ca,.ses an extra sample was removed from 
each reactor, and all samples were centrifuged ten minutes 
at 37,000 RCF in the RC2-B refrigerated.centrifuge. 
2. Continuous Flow Experiments 
The first set of experiments was performed at a de-
tention time of six hours (D = 0 .167 hr- 1 ). A detention 
time of four hours had been tried, but the population was 
not stable at that flow rate. After all units had been 
shocked at D = 0 .167, i;;he flow rates we:re changed 19-nd the 
second set was run at D = 0.083, or a detention time of 
twelve hours. The reactors were allowed to stabilize and 
run at '' steady state n for several detention times and then 
the feeds were changed by adding 1000 mg/1 COD due to a 
carbohydrate (either glucose, fructose, or ribose). One 
25 ml and two 10 ml samples were removed periodically, 
directly from the reactor, and centrifu!$ed at 37,000 RCF 
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for 10 minutes in a Sorvall RC2-B refrigerated centrifuge, 
After centrifugation, the supernatant was carefully 
removed from the 25 ml sample; 10 ml were used for the 
determination of COD and 10 ml were frozen for later anal-
yses of lysine and carbohydrate. The remainder was 
filtered in order to determine the biological solids con-
centration. The supernatants were discarded from the two 
10 ml samples and the cells used for the determination of 
the specific enzymatic capability and the.protein concen-
tration. This procedure was followed until the new 
"steady state!' was reached. The carbo1:l.ydrate was then 
:)'.'emoved from the feed and the.s$.mpling procedure was fol-
lowed until the system had again achieved "steady state"· 
C. Methods of Analysis 
Except· where noted, the. procedures used in the l?atch 
and continuous flow experiments were the same. 
1. Biological Solids 
Gravimetric determination·of biological solids was 
performed by filtration through membrane filters (0.45 µ 
pore size, Millipore Filter Corp., Bedford, Mass.) as 
described in Standard Methods (70). By plotting biologi-
cal solids versus the corresponding optical density, a 
standard curve was prepared for each batch experiment. 
Thi9 curve was then used to convert the optical density 
readings of other samples to biological solids 
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concentration so that all results are reported as biologi-
cal solids concentration. '11he gravimetric procedure was 
used on all samples in the continuous flow experiments. 
Biological solids concentration, mg/1, is represented by 
X in the equations and figures. 
2. Cell Protein 
The protein content of.the cells was determined only 
in the continuous flow experiments. After the supernatant 
was discarded, the cells from one 10 ml sample were re-
suspended in 10 ml of distilled water by repeated rapid 
aspiration with a pipette and stored at -15°C for later 
analysis. Protein was determined on the suspension by the 
Folin-Ciocalteau method (71). 
3. Chemical Oxygen Demand 
The COD procedure employed was the alternate method 
given in paragraph 4.5, Section IV, of Standard Methods 
(70) for 40 ml sample size (batch experiments) or 20 ml 
sample size (continuous flow experiments)~ Mercuric 
sulfate and silver sulfate were used at all times. A 
check of the procedure using lysine, glucose, fructose, 
and ribose yielded COD values that were greater than 95% 
of the theoretical values, thus validating the applicabil-
ity of the COD test. 
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4. Lysine 
The concentration of lysine in the samples was deter-
mined by use of an acidic ninhydrin test as proposed by 
Chinard (72). Ammonia nitrogen does not interfere with 
the test, and proline, ornithine, and hydroxylysine are 
the only other amino acids Which react significantly. All 
reaction volumes were doubled, and the absorbance was read 
at 450 nmo The linear correlation coefficient between 
lysine concentration and optical density was 0.999. For 
ease of comparison, results were expressed as equivalent 
COD values (1 mg/1 lysine= 1.53 mg/1 COD). 
2· Glucose 
The concentration of glucose in the samples was de-
termined by the enzymatic Glucostat test (Worthington 
Biochemical Corp., Freehold, No Jo). In the continuous 
flow experiments, for concentrations below 60 mg/1, the 
dilute sample procedure was employed wherein the reagent 
was made to 50 ml instead of 90, and equal portions of 
reagent and sample were used. Results are expressed as 
equivalent COD (1.00 mg/1 glucose= 1.06 mg/1 COD). 
The resorcinol test was used for the determination of 
the fructose concentration in the Si3,.IBples and the results 
are expressed as equivalent COD (1.00 mg/1 fructose= 
1.06 mg/1 COD) (73). 
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7. Ribose 
The ribose concentration in the samples was determined 
by the orcinol test (71)~ (1.00 mg/1 ribose = 1.07 mg/1 
COD). 
8. Replica Plati:ru5 
A replica plating technique ( 74) was used to ascer-
tain whether there had been a shift in the population 
during a batch experiment. At the initial and final sam-
plesj aliquots were remove~ from each reactor, diluted, 
and plated on minimal medium containing all of the salts 
o.f the experimental medium. Because the substrate concen-
tration was 1000 mg/1 COD (and in order to prevent precip-
itation) the salts were at one-third the concentration of 
the liquid medium (which had substrate concentrations up 
to 3200 mg/1). A spre1;3..d plate technique was used. The 
initial plating was done on agar containing both lysine 
and a carbohydrate and the plates were incubated at 25°c. 
After about thirty-six hours, the plates were replicated, 
using sterile pads~ onto lysine agar, carbohydrate agar, 
and the mixed substrate agar. The colonies on the single 
substrate plates were compared to each other and to the 
mixed substrate replica to determine whether all colonies 
could use both substrates. This tecb.11.ique was used only 
as a rough check, and statistical analysis was not 
attempted. 
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a. Batch §..Jilleriments. At various sample points, 
aliquots were centrifuged, the supernatant discarded, and 
the cells resuspended in a solution containing lysine, 
500 mg/1 (as COD); 1.0 M potassium phosphate buffer, 
pH 7.0, 33 ml/1; cnloramphenicol, 100 mg/1; and actidione, 
100 mg/1. The sample size and the amount of test solution 
used to resuspend the cells were adjusted so that the cell 
concentration for the test was between 200 and 300 mg/1 
dry weight. After aeration for one hour, the samples were 
centrifuged again and the supernatant analyzed for lysine. 
The final lysine concentration was subtracted from the 
initial value and the results were expressed as mg/11ysine 
COD removed per hour per mg/1 cell mass. Since the 
chloramphenicol apd actidione prevented further protein 
synthesis, and since no glucose was present to exert an 
inhibitory effect, the test was a measure of the enzymatic 
capability of the cells at the time that they were re-
moved from the experimental reactor (75). A series of 
tests was run at various cell concentrations to determine 
whether lysine removal was linear during the one hour 
incubation time. The results showed that there was an 
immediate uptake (within the first minute) followed by 
linear substrate removal. Both the immediate uptake and 
the linear removal rate were proportional to the cell con-
centration. Because the significant consideration is the 
total amount of lysine removed, it was decided to include 
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the initial uptake· in the enzymatic capability value, thus 
giving a relative test, not an absolute one. The initial 
lysine concentration was determined from analysis of the 
test solution. 
b. Continuous Fl.ow Experiments. Ten ml aliquots 
were centrifuged, the supernatant disca.rdeci, and the cells 
resuspended_ in a solution like that used :i,.n the batch 
experiments. After aeration for one hour the suspensions 
were filtered directly through membrane filters (0.45 µ 
pore size) and the supern:~tant analyzed for lysine. 
Usually the liquid passed through in one minute, but the 
maximum filtration time allowed was five minutes. (Since 
the majority of the liquid passed in the first minute, 
allowing five minutes.· for filtration contributes. much less 
than the · apparent 'eight. per . cent_· e;ror .) . The amount of 
test solution used t,o resuspend the.cells was varied so 
that there was always at least 100 mg/1 lysine COD left in . 
the solution at the end o{ the one hour period; this 
tended to insure that lysine would not become rate 
limiting. A test was .run to ch.eek for lysine adsorption 
on membrane filters 'and it was found that the lysine. con:-
centration in the filtrate was 87 .2% of the unfiltered 
value. This value is:based on a tc,talof 56 samples, 28 
filtered and 28 · .. unfiltered_. · After correction for lysine 
adsorption, the final lysine concentration was subtracted 
from the initial value and the results were expressed as 
mg lysine COD removed/hr/mg cell protein (EC/P). 
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10. Maximum SI?..§.cific Growth.Rate 
In order to determine any variation in the kinetic 
traits of the seed culture, the maximum specific growth 
rate(µ) on lysine was determined for every batch experi-
. m 
ment. Four flasks containing 100, 200, 400, and 800 mg/1 
lysine COD, respectively, were seeded with the same cul-
ture as the experimental reactors. Growth was followed by 
measuring optical density of 540 nm as described previous-
ly. The growth rate,µ, at each substrate concentration, 
L, was obtained by measuring the slope of the straight 
line portion of a semi-log plot. The maximum specifi.c 
growth rate (Monod kinetics) (76) was obtained by the use 
of an Eadie plot (77) of L/µ versus L. The same procedure 
was used to determine µm on glucose, fructose, and ribose., 
D. Methods of Calculating and Plotting 
Biochemists and microbiologists determined some time 
ago that the stud;y of the synthesis of a cellular consti t-
uent as a func.tion of time is difficult to interpret· 
because the rate of synthesis depends upon both specific 
and nonspecific metabolic factors. Therefore, ;instead of 
considering the time rate of enzyme (E) synthesis, dE/dt, 
they consider the rate relative to the total rate of 
protein (P) synthesis, dE/dt / dP/dt = dE/dP. The term 
!!physiological time" (dP) is substituted for "absolute 
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time" (dt), and the relationship dE/dP is called tbe 
differential rate of synthesis, S (78). Usually, since 
the protein content of a culture is a constant percentage. 
during the exponential growth phase, the bacterial mass, 
X, is measured instead of P, and the expression dE/dX is 
used. When a growing culture is being studied, samples 
are removed periodically for the determination of cell 
concentration and enzyme content. The method of deter-
mining tbe enzyme content, E, may involve whole cells, 
purified enzyme, or whatever means :is suitable. Eis then 
plotted versus the bacterial concentration, X, at the time 
the sample was taken, and the slope, dE/dX, or the differ-
ential rate of synthesis,·S, meas1.1red. 
Metabolite repression has been defined as a decrease 
in the rate of synthes:i,s of a particular enzyme in rela-
tion to the rate of formation of.other proteins (35). If 
metabolite repression is being investigated, two reactors 
are used, one with the inducer only (the control) and one 
with the inducer plus a second compound whose effect is 
being studied (the mixture). A plot of enzyme content 
versus solids is made for each reactor and the differen-
tial rate of synthesis, S, is calculated for each system. 
If Scontrol is greater than Smixture' then metabolite 
repression has occurred. 
In biological process engineering, a similar approach 
must be taken in order to determine whether one substrate 
in a reactor has interfered with the removal of another; 
i.e., changes in a culture in relation to physiological 
time must be considered ;instead of absolute time. Thi,?. 
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following te;xt should serve to amplify the approach taken 
in the present study. F;irst,consider an absolute time 
plot of substrate concentration in a reactor. The point 
slopes of the curve, R, are the rates at which the partic-
ular substrate is being removed by the culture and are a 
measure of the total over-all enzyme activities of the 
culture at the times of measurement. · The important dif-
ference between this total ·over-all activity.and an 
enzyme assay is that an assay is a measurement of enzyme 
content, unaffected by any compounds in the growth medium 
which may inhibit their activity. Tb.e substrate removal 
curve, however.; measures the activities of tb.e enzymes in 
relation to all other substances in the cell and in the 
medium. If the substrate removal rates, R, are plotted 
versus the biological solids concentrations ln the medium 
at the corresponding times, a plot similar to that used by 
biochemists is obtained, ano. the slope, dR/dX, could be 
called the differential rate of activity, A. If A. t mix ure 
is less than Acontrol' then some metabolic control mecha-
nism has been operating because each unit solids cb.ange in 
the·mixed reactor has not resulted in the same change in 
total enzyme activity as a corresponding unit solids 
change in the control reactor. Since the.substrate 
removal rate, R, measures the total over--all activity and 
not actual quantity . of enzyme, a decrease in the 
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differential rate of activity, A, could be the result of 
either an inhibition of pre-formed enzyme activity or a 
repression of new enzyme synthesis. 
The "specific enzymatic capability" of the cells is 
measured with cell.s that have been removed from the reac-
tor and washed, so that they are no longer influenced by 
any inhibitors in the medium. Since this test is similar 
to a. whole cell assay (79), the enzymatic capability may 
be thought of as being roughly equivalent to the enzyme 
content of the cells. If the specific enzymatic capability 
(mgCOD/hr/mg cells) were multiplied by the concentration 
of solids in the reactor at the time the sample was taken, 
the result would be the "tota.1 enzymatic capability" of 
the culture, EC(mgCOD/hr/1). If the value of EC were 
plotted versus the biological solids, the slope of the 
resulting curve, dEC/dX, would be analogous to the differ-
ential rate of synthesis, S. As.with an enzyme assay, if 
Smixture is less than Scontrol' then repression of 
synthesis has occurred. 
Us:ing the reasoning above, the curves shown in the 
results section were obtained. in the following way. The 
substrate curves were plotted arithmetically versus time 
and then graphically differentiated to obtain the.slope, 
R. R was then plotted versus the biological solids, X, at 
the corresponding time in order to determine dR/dX, the 
differential rate of activity, A. Similarly, the total 
' ' 
enzymatic capability of the culture, EC, was plotted 
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versus the solids, X, in order to obtain the differential 
rate of synthesis, S. Thus, it was possible to distinguish 
between substrate interactions involving repression of 
enzyme synthesis and inhibition of enzyme action. 
The COD due to excreted metabolic intermediates was 
calculated by subtracting tl\.e · sum of the lysine and carbo-
hydrate COD values from the total COD. 
2o Continuous Flow Ex:Q§riments 
In order to show the response of the reactors to the 
shock load, time plots of the various parameters were used. 
The actual lysine removal rates in the reactors (specific 
E3ubstrate removal rate) were calculated and plotted for 
comparison with the specific enzymatic capability of the 
cells. The balance equation for.substrate in a completely 
:mixed~ continuous flow reactor is: 
Change= Input - Output - Consumption 
or: dL/dt = (f/V)L 1 -- (f /V)L - Consumption 
Consumption= (f/V)(L 1 - L) - dL/dt 
(69). Since consumption is the total substrate used per 
unit time, the specific substrate removal rate with re-
spect to cell protein is the consumption divided by the 
protein concentration, P. Thus, the specific substrate 
removal rate is (RR/P) = f.lj_Y) (L1 - ~) - dL/dt, where f is 
the flow rate, V is the volume, L1 is the influent lysine 
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concentration ,1 L is the lysine concentration in the reac-
tor (and consequently in the effluent), and dL/dt is the 
rate of change of lysine concentration in the reactor, 
measured by graphically differentiating the plot of lysine 
versus time. During steady state operation, dL/dt is 
zero. 
E. Chemicals 
L-Lysine was obtained as L-lysine-HCl from Nutritional 
Biochemica,ls Corp., Cleveland, Ohio. Chloramphenicol and 
actidione were obtained from Calbiochem, Los Angeles, 
California. Glucostat is produced by Worthington Bio-
chemical Corp., Freehold, N. J. Fructose and ribose were 
from Eastman Organic Chemicals, Rochester, N. Y. All 
other chemicals were reagent grade. 
CHAPTER V 
RESULTS 
A. Preliminary Experiments 
Twenty-six preliminary experiments were run to screen 
for an effect of glucose upon the rate.s of removal of 
amino a9ids. Fourteen amino acids and one amide were 
studied. The experimental methods used in those experi-
ments differed somewhat from the methods outlined in 
Chapter IV and have been presented elsewhere (18). The 
·. seed for each experiment was s-tarted from sewage and grown 
in shaker flasks through three transfers on the particular 
amino acid under study. The experimental protocol itself 
was essentially the same as tha.t in Chapter IV 9 except 
that growth was followed by optioal density only. In the 
first sixteen experiments, the amino acid concentration 
was obtained by subtracting the glucose.COD from the total 
COD, and was verified roughly by paper chromatography. In 
the last ten experiments, the amino acid concentrations 
were determined quantitatively using a ninhydrin test on 
samples pretreated to remove ammonia nitrogen. 
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1. Experiments in Which the Amino Acid 
Concentrations Were Determined by Calculation 
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The amino acids screened in this preliminary series 
were glycine, alanine, valine, serine, leucine, isoleucine, 
aspartic acid, glutamic acid, threonine, lysine, histidine, 
arginine, cysteine, and phenylalanine. The amide 
asparagine was also studied. Glucose had no effect upon 
the removal of valine, serine, isoleucine, arginine, or 
histidine so no additional experiments were performed with 
these compounds. Some degree of interaction was found for 
all of the others, and the experiments were repeated using 
the ninhydrin test so that more definitive results could 
be obtained. 
2. Expe:riments in Which the Amino Acid . 
Concentrations Were Determined by Nin.h;ydrin 
Figure 3, plots of amino acid removal rate versus 
growth (i.e., biological solids as optical density) for 
eight amino acids, shows that glucose exerted the strongest 
effect upon the differential rates of activity (A) for 
lysine, glycine, and leucine. Curves are ·not shown for 
two substrates, cysteine, and threonine. Glucose and 
cysteine had a mutually antagonistic effect upon each 
other, but the ninhydrin results were not satisfactory and, 
thus, no curve is presented. Growth on threonine was 
extremely slow with only 200 mg/1 being removed in 48 
hours. Lysine was chosen for the more detailed 
Figure 3o Effects of Glucose on the Rates of Removal (R) of Amino 
Acids by Cells Growing on Both the Amino Acid and 
Glucose · 
(The seed was started from sewage and grown through 
three transfers on the amino acid. A) Aspartic acid, 
B) Glutamic acid, C) L;ysine, D). As:paragine, E) Phenyl-
alanine, F) Glycine, G) Alanine, HJ Leucineo 
o = Removal· rate of amino acid, R, in the ·control· 
reactor. 
•=Removal rate of amino acid, R, in the mixed 
reactor.) 
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investigation because it showed a significant effect with 
glucose (Figure 3c) and grew at a rate fast enough to 
allow experiments of reasonable duration. Growth.on 
glycine was very slow and growth on leucine could have 
been complicated by the relationships between isoleucine, 
valine, and leucine synthesis. 
B. Batch Experiments 
1. Inducibili ty of Lysine Degrading Enzyme System 
. . . . I . . 
Because metabolite.repression is involved in the con-
trol of synthesis of inducible catabolic enzymes, it was 
necessary to show.that the lysine degrading enzymes are 
inducible (37). So that the lysine degrading enzymes 
already present could be "diluted out'·' , cells were removed 
from the stock reactor and transferred to a reaqtor con-
taining only glucose as a carbo:n source. After twelve 
hours, these cells.were used to.seed two experimental 
reactors, one containing lysine and the other glucose. 
Samples were ~emoved at various times as described in 
Materials and Methods and the cells were analyzed for 
their enzymatic capability to remove lysine. The I;'esults, 
shown in Figure 4, demonstrate that the cells p.laced in 
the presence of lysine formed the enzymes for lysine 
degradation much more rapidly than those not in the 
presence of lysine. Thus, the lysine degrading enzyme 
system fits the definition of an II adaptive" or "inducible" 
enzyme system ( 34) .• 
Figure 4. Demonstration of the Inducibility of the 
Enzymes Degrading Lysine 
(The seed was grown through one transfer 
on glucose. 
µm on lysine= 0.38. 
o = Enzymatic capability of the culture 
growing on lysine, S = 1.05. 
•=Enzymatic capability of the culture 
growing on glucose, S = 0.036.) 
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2. Changes ia_the Kinetic Characteristics 
of the Stock Reactor 
Figure 5 is a plot of the maximum specific growth 
rate, µm' on lysine of the experimental cultures, as 
determined in shaker flasks, during the course of this 
study. The numbers above the points refer to experiment 
numbers and are provided as an aid in the interpretation 
of the results. The values for µm began to decrease on 
the lOOth day·and after the 109th day the culture no 
81 
longer turned green, a color that had been characteristic 
of the mixed liquor since .initiation of the culture. · 
Plates made on the 112th day indi,cated a predominance of 
fungal colonies, so the culture was discarded and the re:-
actor reseeded with slants made on.the. 93rd day. The 
growth rate was higher after the·reseeding, but started 
decreasing again, and from the 140th until .the 149th day 
only light green pigment was proq.uced. · There was no 
evidence that fungi were pres~nt iri the culture at this 
time, because on the 138th day there were several types of 
bacterial colonies present on the plates. Growth curves 
measured on the 148th day had a very short exponential 
growth phase followed by a very long declining phase so 
the reactor was reseeded again the next day using a 
"day-93" slant. The culture was discarded on the 158th 
day, but when more experiments were necessary it was re-
started from a "day-93" slant and used for three more 
experiments. The last two experiments were performed on 
Figure 5. Variation in the Maximum Specific Growth Rate,µ, on Lysine in Shaker Flasks 
During. the Course of the Experiments m · · 
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cells taken from slants and grown in batch through one 
transfer on lysine and three on the carbohydrates. 
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It appears, then, that the culture was subjected to a 
"fungal take-over" on day 112, .. and that after reseeding a 
predominance shift or mutant ·take-over occurred. As will 
be pointed out later, the substrate removal patterns were 
altered after µm decreased in the culture. However, since 
experiment 48 was done with glucose and gave tbe same 
metabolic response as the previous glucose expeI'iments, 
the control mechanisms operative appear to be the same. 
3. Experiments With Glucose 
a. Effect of Glucose Upon the Lysine Removal Rate. 
The object of this set of experiments was twofold: to 
. ascertain whether. glucose had an effect upon the differ-
ential rate of activity, A, of the experimental culture 
and to determine whether that effect was dependent upon 
the concentrations of glucose and lysine in the reactors. 
Four experiments were run in this.set, each with a dif-
ferent concentration of lysine; and within each experiment, 
four glucose concentrations were employed. The nominal 
concentrations of glucose and lysine were 400, 800, 1200, 
and 1600 mg/1, a.s COD. Plots of lysine removal rates, R, 
versus solids concentration, X, are presentedin Figure 6 
and demonstrate clearly t;hat the presence of glucose in 
the medium decreased the differential rate of activity, A, 
of the cultures. Arrows are used to denote the points at 
Figure 6. Effect of glucose on the Lysine Removal Rate (R). for Cells Growing in the Presence of 
Both Lysine and Glucose (The seed was grown on lysine •. The slopes 
of these curves are the differential rates 
of activity, A. 
O= lysine only; ~= 4-ysine + 400 mg/1 
glucose COD; 
O= lysine + 800 mg/1 glucose .COD; 
V= lysine +.1200 mg/1 glucose COD; 
O= lysine + 1600 mg/1 glucose COD. 
a. Expt. No. 20 
Lysine concentration= 400 mg/1 COD. 
µ.m on lysine= 0.56. 
b. Expt. No. 21 
Lysine concentration - 800 mg/1 COD. 
µ.m on lysine= 0.40. 
c. Expt. No. 23 
Lysine cone ntration = 1200 mg/1 COD. 
µm on lysine= 0.58. 
d. Expt. No. 22 
Lysine concentration= 1600 mg/1 COD. 
µm on lysine= 0.38.) 
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which all glucose had been removed from the medium. 
In order to evaluate the effect of substrate concen-
tration on the differential rate.of·activity of lysine 
degrading enzymes, the slopes ·(A) of the straight line 
portions prior to the removal of glucose were calculated. 
. . ' . 
. . . . 
These values are presented .in Table !I, as are the sub-
strate concentrations. in the reactors. There was no 
straight line portion for the reactor containing 800 mg/1 
lysine COD plus 400 mg/1 glucose; therefore, the value of 
A could not be calculated for the system. An examination 
of Table II and of Figure 6 shows that there was variation 
in the A values for the four control reactors. This vari-
ation was probably caused by population changes in the 
stock reactor between experiments; it is noted that the µm 
values varied also. In order to compare experiments, the 
A value for each mixed reactor was divided l;>y the corre-
sponding value for its control. The ratios are presented 
in the last column of Table II. A linear.correlation 
·coefficient was calculated fo;t:' \nixture/Acontrol versus 
lysine COD/glucose COD, and as expected it was quite low, · 
0. 255. Examination of the data for each experiment and 
for the entire set shows that glucose did have an effect 
upon the differential rate of activity, A, in the mixtures, 
but that there is little or no correlation between the 
ratio of lysine COD/glucoSe COD and the extent of the 
effect. 
Replica plating was performed in this set of 
88 
.TABLE II 
EFFECT OF THE CONCENTRATIONS OF LYSINE AND GLUCOSE ON THE 
DIFFERENTIAL RATE OE' ACTIVITY, A, OF LYSINE 
DEGRADING ENZYMES IN.CULTURES 
GROWING ON BOTH COMPOUNDS 
Figure Lysine Glucose L~sine COD A A 
No mg/1 mg/1 Glucose COD mixture 
COD COD A control 
6a · 333 0 Control 1.10 
6a 336 390 0.86 0.69 0.63 
6a 342 758 0.45 0.77 0.70 
6a 342 1182 0.29 0.70 0.64 
6a 350 1542 0.23 0.69 0.63 
6b 715 0 Control 0.95 -...,..-t!ID 
6b 727 416 1.75 n.d. n.d. 
6b 7?0 784 0.92 0.40 0.42 
6b 737 1213 0.61 0.42 0.44 
6b 734 1572 0.47 0.40 Oo42 
6c 1120 0 Control 0.92 1111?"""""'~""'"" 
6c 1147 407 2.80 0.27 0.29 
6c 1120 784 1.43 0.37 0.40 
6c 1158 1165 0.99 0.38 0.41 
6c 1183 1562 0.76. 0.32 Oe35 
6d 1428 0 Contr.ol 0.77 
6d 1450 384 3.78 0.43 0.56 
6d 1459 788 1.85 o.~9 0.51 
6d 1459 1172 1.24 0.44 0.57 
6d 1470 1483 0.98 0.32 0,42 
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experiments, and the results showed that there were no 
drastic shifts in predominance in the reactors. In gen-· 
eral, all colonies that cou,ld grow on lysine could grow on 
glucose, and vice-versa; therefore, the response of the 
population was an "en masse" one. 
b. Inhibition Effects of Glucose Upon Lysine Removal. 
After it·had been established that glucose had an effect 
upon the ability of the cells to remove lysine, experi-
ments were designed to gain an insight into the nature of 
that effect. Six reactors were prepared, three without 
glucose and three with 1600 mg/1 glucose COD; one reactor 
of each type contained 400 mg/1 lysine COD, one 800, and 
one 1200. The normal medium was used with the addition of 
100 mg/1 of chloramphenicol and 100 mg/1 of actidione to 
prevent further protein synthesis (75). Each reactor was 
seeded with a microbial population grown on lysine; the 
initial biological solids concentration in each reactor 
was 180 mg/1. Since no new enzymes could be formed, all 
substrate removal would be due to enzymes already present 
in the cultures. and any retardation of lysine removal 
would be due solely to ·inhibtion of activity of those 
enzymes. Samples were removed and analyzed in the stan-
dard manner and it was found that glucose h~d no inhibi-
tory effect upon·the activity of l)re...;.formed enzymes. 
In two common organisms, Aerobacter aerogenes and 
Pseudomonas aerugin~, it has been shown that at least 
one pathway of glucose catabolism is inducible (35) (80). 
90 
If this were the case in the culture under study (which 
had predominantly gram-negative organisms), the effect of 
the inducible glucose pathway could not have been measured 
because chloramphenicol would have prevented the synthesis 
of the pathway. T~us, a second experiment was performed 
in which the lysine-acclimated cells were allowed to grow 
through one transfer in a mixture of glucose and lysine 
prior to use. The results are shown in Figure 7, and 
demonstrate that glucose had a very minor inhibitory effect 
upon the activity of pre-formed lysine degradative enzymes. 
c. Effect of Glucose Upon the Differential Rate of 
Syntheis of Lysine Degrading Enzymes. Since only a minor 
portion of the glucose effect was due to an inhibition of 
the activity of :pre-formed enzymes, the effect observed 
was in all probability due to metabolite repression which 
reduced the rate of synthesis of the lysine degrading 
enzymes. It is very difficult to prepare a representative 
enzyme extract from a non~pure culture, due to differences 
in efficiency of rupturing different species, so a whole 
cell assay, the enzymatic capability test, was used. In 
this test no inhibitory effects should be measured since 
during the test procedure the cells are no longer in con-
tact with glucose or its extracellular metabolic products. 
Therefore, a change in the enzymatic capability should be 
proportional to a change in the level of lysine degrading 
enzymes within the cells. There are limitations involved 
in the use of whole cell assays, but as long as these are 
Figure.7. Effect of Glucose on Lysine Removal Under 
.Non-Proliferating Conditions (Expt. No. 26) 
(The seed was.grown through one transfer 
on lysine plus glucose. Initial biological 
solids in all reactors was 325 mg/1. 
0 = 400 mg/1 lysine .COD; 
b. = 800 mg/1 lysine COD; 
0 =· 1200 mg/1 lysine COD; 
• ·- 400 mg/;L . lysi.ne COD + 1600·mg/l glucose COD; 
A = 800mg/l lysine 
glucose CODl. · 
COD + 1600 mg/1 
• = 1200 mg/1 lysine COD + 1600 mg/1· glucose COD.) 
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recognized the test should allow a comparison of the 
enzymatic capability at one time to that at another in the 
same reactor (79)0 
Three reactors were used in the first experiment: 
one with 1200 mg/1 lysine COD, one with 400 mg/1 glucose 
COD, a:nd one with 1200 mg/1 lysine COD plus 400 mg/1 
glucose CQD. The lysine removal rates, R, were calculated 
from the lysine removal curves and plotted versus the bio-
logical soliqs in the reactors. The enzymatic capabili-
ties of the cells, EC, were also determined in accordance 
with procedures previously outlined and plotted as dashed 
lines in Figure 8. Although the enzymatic capability was 
also determined j_n the glucose control, · the values are not 
s:n.own on the.graphs for the sake of clarity. These curves 
show clearly that the effect of glucose is due to a de= 
crease in the differential rate of synthes:Ls, S, of lysine 
degrading.enzymatic capability. The arrow shows the point 
at which all of the glucose had been removed from the 
mixed reactor, and after that point the differential rate 
· of synthesis, S, (i.e. , slope of E curve) became .almost 
equal to that in the control reactor •. This occurred even 
though the actual removal rate, R, or removal ability of 
the culture decreased (t}le decrease was due to tbe fact 
that the lysine concentration in the.reactor was becoming 
small).. The decrease in enzymatic capabilities in the two 
cultures occurred after the lysine was eliminated and in-
dicates that a degradation of lysine catabolic enzymes 
Figure 8. Effect of Glucose on the Removal Rate (R) and 
Enzymatic Capability (EC) for Lysine in a 
Culture Grown on Lys:Lne (Expt. No. 28) 
(Lysine COD= 1200 mg/1; Glucose COP= 400 
mg/1. A is the slope of the R versus 
solids plot; Sis the slope of the EC 
versus solids plot. 
o = Lysine· removal rate, R, in the control 
reactor. 
o = Lysine enzymatic capability, EC, in 
the control reactor. 
A = Exogenous intermediates in the control 
reactor. · 
e = Lysine removal rate, R, 'in the mixed 
reactor. 
•=Lysine enzymatic .capability, EC, :i,n 
the mixed reactor. 
A= Exogenous intermediates in the mixed 
reactor.) 
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occurred when there was no longer exogenous substrate in 
the medium. A comparison of the total COD and lysine-
plus-glucose COD values revealed the accumulation of only 
minor amounts of ex9genous metabolic intermediates. 
In the previous experiment, there was an eight hour 
lag in, the glucose control reactor before growth occurred, 
even though glucose utilization started immediately in the 
mixed rea,.ctor. To avoid this lag.and to determine whether 
prior acclimation to glucose would influence· the results, 
the seed for the next experiment' was grown through 12 
hours on a mixture · of gluco$e and lysine. · . The experiment 
was then performed in the same way as the.previous one 
. except that the glucose conc.entration was increased to 
800 mg/1. The results are shown in Figure.9. Again, 
glucose caused a decrease in the differential rate of 
synthesis, S, and in the differential rate of activity, A, 
of the lysine degrading enzymes. In this case, almost 
500 mg/1 COD due to intermediates of glucose metabolism, 
had been excreted into the medium·of the mixed reactor by 
the time of glucose removal and these products continued 
to exert the same effect upon the rate of formation of 
enzymatic capability as had the glucose. After the major-
ity of the·intermediates had been removed, the differential 
rates of activity, A, and synthesis, S, increased. There 
was no lag in the glucose contro.1, indicating that the 
cells contained glucose degrading enzymes prior to the 
experiment. 
Figure 9. Effect of Glucose on the Removal Rate (R) and 
Enzymatic Capability (EC) for Lysine in a 
Culture Grown Through One Transfer on Lysine 
Plus Glucose (Expt. No. 29) . · 
(Lysine COD c: 1200 mg/1, Glucose COD= 800 
mg/1. · 
o = Lysine removal rate, R, in the control 
reacto,r. 
o = Lysine·enzymatic capability, EC, in the 
control reactor. 
~=Exogenous intermediates in the control 
reactor. 
•=Lysine removal rate, R, in the mixed 
reactor. 
•=Lysine enzymatic capability, EC, in the 
mixed reactor. 
4 c: Exogenous intermediates in the mixed 
reactor.) 
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It ha$ been shown that pre-induction offers a degree 
of protection against metabolite repression in tbe lac 
operon (44). In order to investigate the effect of pre-
induction for the lysine system, cells were removed from 
the stock reactor and grown on glucose before use so that 
they would not be pre-;Lnduced for lysine. The results 
shown in :B'igu:t;'e 10 were obtained using cells that had been 
grown through one transfer on glucose. In the experimen-
tal reactors, the lysine concentration was 1000 mg/1 COD 
and the glucose was 1500 mg/1. Again, a high concentra-
tion of metabolic intermediates was excreted into the 
medium from glucose utilization,. and the rate of formation 
of enzymatic capability (S), did not increase appreciably 
until the concentration decreased. For the experimental 
results shown in Figure 11, the cells were grown through 
three transfers on glucose before use. The lysine con-
centration in the experiment was 1000 mg/1 COD, as was the 
glucose. Again, it was necessary that a decrease in the 
concentration of intermediates occur before the differen-
tial rate of synthesis, S, of enzymatic capability for 
lysine started to increase. 
The results obtained from the last three experiments 
are summarized in Table III. In order to compare results, 
it was necessary to calculate the ratio Smixture/Scontrol 
because the values for the tbree controls were different, 
as were the µ m values. Comparing these ratios for the 
three experiments, it can be seen that :pre-induction with 
Figure· 10.· Effect.of Glucose on the Removal Rate (R) and 
Enzymatic Capability (EC) for Lysine in a 
Culture Grown Through One Transfer on 
Glucose (Expt. No. 39) 
(Lysine COD = 1000 mg/1. Gluc.ose COD = 1500 
mg/1. · 
o = Lysine removal rate, R, in the control 
reactor. 
o - Lysine enzymatic capability, EC, in the 
.control reactor. 
. . 
l!:!.. = Exogenous · intermediates in the control 
reactor. · 
• = Lysine removal rate., R, in the mixed 
reactor. 
• - Lysine enzymatic capability, EC, in the 
mixed reactor. 
A= Exogenous intermediates in the mixed 
reactor.) 
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Figure 11 •. Effect of Glucose on the Removal Rate (R) and 
Enzymatic Capability {EC) for Lysine in a 
Culture Grown Through Three Transfers on 
Glucose (Expt. No. 48) · 
(Lysine COD= 1000 mg/1. Glucose COD= 
1000 mg/1. 
o = Lysine removal rate'i R, in the control 
reactor. 
o = Lysine enzymatic capability, EC, in the 
control reactor. 
~=Exogenous intermediates in the control 
reactor. 
• = Lysine removal rate, R, . in the mixed 
reactor. 
•=Lysine enzymatic capability, EC, in the 
mixed reactor. 
A= Exogenous intermediates in the mixed 
, reactor.) 
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TABLE III 
EFFEC'l.1 OF PRE-INDUCTION ON 
METABOLITE REPRESSION 
Seed Growth µm s s mixture Medium control (Lysine)· 
Lysi:ne + . 0.42 1.00 · 0.43 
Glucose (l)* 
Glucose (1) 0.38 0.88 0.33 
Glucose (3) 0.36 0.74 .0.19 
number of .transfers . 
104 
s 
mixture 
8control 
0.43 
o. 37 
0$26 
105 
lysine did offer a small degree of protection against 
metabolite repression. Although there was a change in the 
maximum specific growth rate, µm (lysine) for the three 
experiments~ the change in the ratio Smixture/Scontrol was 
greater. Replica plating was not performed on any of 
these systems, but there were no gross (morphological) in-
dications of changes in predominance during the individual 
experiments. 
In general, the four enzymatic capability experiments 
showed that the effect exerted by glucose was due to 
metabolite repression of synthesis of the lysine degrading 
enzyme system. The results also indicate that glucose it-
self was not causing the effect because the repression was 
maintained as long as a high level of intermediates (due 
to glucose metabolism) was present in the reactor. 
d. Effect of the Removal of NH~ Nitrogen Upon 
Metabolite Repression. Neidhardt and JVIagasanik (81) 
showed that if ammonia nitrogen were removed from a cul-
ture of Aerobacter aerogenes growing in.a mixture of 
histi<iine and glucose, the cells.regained a partial abil-
ity to make histidase because histidine was the only 
source of nitrogen. To determine if similar conditions 
would overcome the metabolite repression exerted by 
glucose on the synthesis of lysine degrading enzymes in 
mi~ed microbial populations, four reactors were set up, 
two with ammonia nitrogen and two without. All reactors 
contained lysine, and one of each type contained glucose. 
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As can be seen in Figure 12, the removal of ammonia from 
these systems did not aid in overcoming the glucose effect. 
Moreover, after the glucose had been removed from the sys-
tem, there was no increase in the lysine removal rate of 
the culture without ammonia in spite of a high level of 
lysine still in the system. In the lysine reactors, the 
removal of ammonia nitrogen had little effect upon the 
lysine removal rate until late ~n the experiment when a 
decrease in the differential rate of activity, A, occurred 
even though there was still lysine in the medium. 
A second experiment was performed in a similar manner, 
except that the cells were grown through three transfers 
on glucose prior to their use; in addition, the enzymat,ic 
capability was mea~ured. Figure 13a is a plot of the re= 
moval rate, R,· versus biological solids, and Figure 13b is 
a plot of the enzymatic capability, EC, in the reactors. 
The differential rate of activity, A, and the differential 
rate of sy:p.thesis, S, were initially greater in the mixed 
reactor without ammonia than in the one with ammonia, in-
dicating that the cells were dependent upon lysine for 
nitrogen. However, once a minimal level of lysine de-· 
gr13.ding ability was present, the rates of formation of 
enzymatic capability in the reactors without ammonia were 
the same as thqse in the reactors with ammonia. It ap-
pears that although the cells without ammonia had to use 
lysine as a nitrogen source, the normal rate of formation 
of enzymatic capability in the glucose-lysine reactor was 
Figure 12. Effect of the Removal of Ammonia Nitrogen 
on the Repression Exerted by Glucose Upon 
the Removal Rate (R) of Lysine. in a 
Culture Grown on Lys.ine (Expt. No •. 27) 
1200 mg/1 lysine COD + 0 = + NH.i ; 
• = 1200 mg/1 lysine COD + 400 mg/1 glucose COD + NH!; 
0 = 1200 mg/1 lysine COD; 
• = 1200 mg/1 lysine 
COD + 400 mg/1 
glucose COD. 
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sufficient to supply the culture with nitrogen, and, thus, 
there was no further relief from metabolite repression. 
In the histidine degrading system studied by Neidhardt and 
1'1agasanik, there was a complete repression of histidase in 
the presence of glucose and ammonia nitrogen (81). Since 
there was a 40% derepression in the absence of ammonia 
nitrogen but in the presence of glucose, they concluded 
that the repressor was a nitrogenous compound and that the 
partial derepression was necessary for the production of 
the repressor. In the.lysine degrading system, it has 
oeen shown that complete repression did not occur. Since 
nitrogen could be provided to the cells fr.qm this "normal 
partial derep;ression",·no more derepressi9n was necessary 
wt.en ammonia nitrogen was removed from the medium. 
4. Ex;eerime!lts Witt. ]fructose 
a. Effect of Fructose U£on the'Lysine Removal Rfile. 
As in the previous experiments on glucose, the first task 
was to ascertain whether fructose had an effect upon the 
differential rate of activity (A).of' the experimental oul-
ture and to determine whether that effect was dependent 
upon the concentrations of fructose and lysine in the 
reactors. Plots of removal rate, R, versus biological 
solids gave straight lines, and the values for A are given 
in Taole IV with the substrate concentra4ions. These 
values demoni;;trate that fructose had a minor effect upon 
the differential rate of activity and that the effect was 
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TABLE IV 
EFFECT OF THE CONCENTRATIONS OF LYSINE AND FRUCTOSE ON 
THE DIFFERENTIAL RATE OF ACTIVITY, A, OF 
LYSINE DEGRADiliJ"G ENZYMES IN CULTURES 
GROWING ON BOTH COMPOUNDS . 
. . · (T~e se~d was grown on lysine alone. 
Average Am/Ac= 0.87) · 
Expt. Lysine ·cope. Fructose cone.· Lysine COD A A . t 
· No. µig/1 COD :m,g/1 C.OD ·· . . F;ructose. COD A m:i.x ure 
control 
30 498 0. ·. Co;ntrol 1.04 
30 490 482 .··· , 1.01 0.90 0.86 
30 498 939. 0.53 0.96 0.92 
30 502 1402 0.36 · 0.90 Oe86 
31 985 •.. 0 .. Control 0.84 
31 1000 482 2.08 · 0.65 . 0.77 
3l 985 965 1.02 0.77 0.92 
31 985 137:5 .· · .. 0.72 0.77 0.92 . 
.. 
32 1462 0 Control. 0.85 
32 1517 477 ·3~18 0.72 0.85 
32 1540 1010·. 1.52 0.72 0,85 
32 1462 . 1510 · 0.97 . 0.72 0.85 
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not dependent upon the ratio of lysine COD/:t:ructose COD. 
Replica plating showed no shift in. predominance during the . 
experiments. 
In the previous· set of experiments, there was a long 
lag in the fructose control reaetorsbefore growth began, 
indicating the fructoee was 'degraded by an. :lnducible 
enzyme system. Therefore,a similar set .of experiments 
was performed with cells grown through one transfer on 
both substr~tesT The results of these experiments are 
given in Figure.14 andTab1e Y. The effect of fructose 
was a little more severe "Under· .these condi tio!lS because 
the average. value ·for Amixtur~/Acontrol.~as 0.82 versus 
.· .• .. 
0. 87 for the· first: set. Aga:i,.n, .the ratio of concentra-
tions ha.4 no effect. • nuriI).g these experimente;1, much of 
.. ·.' . . . . . 
·the fructose was ,still in the medium at the time of lysine 
removal and less than 125 mg/1 COD due to intermediateE;> 
had been ex9reted. 
b. Inhibition Effects of Fructose Upon Lysine 
I I , . -
Removal. Experiment 36 was performed with cells grown 
through one transf~r on f'ructost1 .and lysine. The· cells· 
were harvested· and 225 mg/1 were. placed in the normal . 
growth medium with the addition of cl:}.loramphenicol and 
actidione to prevent .:('urt4er protein synthesis. Figure 
15 shows ttat fructoge had little, if any, inhibitory 
ef . fect upon the utilizatio.p. of lysine by pre-formed 
enzymes, implying that the reduction 1,Ii the differential 
Figure 14. Effect of Fructose on the Lysine Removal Rate (R) for Cells Growing in the 
Presence of Both Lysine and Fructose · · 
·· (The seed was grown through one transfer on lysine + fructose. 
· o = lysine only; 
6. = lysine + 500 mg/1 fructose COD;· 
-o = lysine + 1000 mg/1 :fructose COD; . 
'v =lysine+ 1500 mg/1 fructose COD. 
.. 
a .• Expt. 33, lysine cone. = 500 mg/1 COD 
. b. Expt. 34, lysine cone.= 1000 mg/1 COD 
· .C n Expt. 35, lysine cone.= 1500 mg/1 COD.) 
A B 
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TABLEV 
EFFECT Olt THE CONCENTRATIONS OF LYSIN.E AND FRUCTOSE ON 
T~ DIFFERENTIAL RATE OF ACTIVITY, A, OF LYSINE 
DEGRADING ENZYMES IN CULTURES GROWING ON 
Expt. 
No. 
33 
33 
33 
33 
34 
34 
34 
34 
35 
35 
35 
35 
BOTH COMPOUND$ 
(Tb.e seed was grown thro-µ.gh one trq.nsfer 
·on lysine+ fructose) 
Lysine cone. Fructose cone. ..,k!§ine COD A 
mg/1 COD mg/1 COD Fructose COD 
494 0 Control 0.81 
484 471. 1.03 o.65 
4')0 914 0.54 0.72 
l+90 1424 0.34 . 0.72 
980 0 Control 0.75 
967 460 2.10 0.61 
967 944 1.03 0.61 
980 1392 . 0.70 o.69 
1525 0 Control 0.95 
· 1570 490 3.20 o.67 
1570 948 1.66 0,74 
1587 1453. 1.08 . o. 74 
Average A·/A 
· m c 
A 
mixture r----=-
control 
0.80 
0.89 
0.89 
0$81 
0.81 
0.92 
--...--
0.71 
0.78 
0.78 
= 0.82 
Figure 15. Effect of Fructose on Lysine Removal Under 
Non-Proliferating Conditions (Expt. 36) 
(The seed was grown through on~ transfer 
on lysine+ fructose. Initial.biological 
solids.in the reaytors was 225 mg/1. 
o = 500 mg/1 lysine ·con; 
A= 1000 mg/1 lysine COD; 
o = 1500 mg/1 lysine COD; 
• = 500 ing/1 lysine COD + 1000 mg/1 
fructose CO_D; 
A= 1000 mg/1·1ysine COD_+ 1000 mg/1 
f:z;,uctose GOD; 
• = 1500 mg/1 lysi·n.e COD + 1000 mg/1 
fructose COD~)· 
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5 6 7 
rate of activ:Lty is probc;tbly due to a repression of 
synthesis. 
1L9 
c. Effect of ]'ructose U12on the Differential Rate of 
Synthesis of_,..bysine Degrading Enzymes. The changes that 
took place in the stock culture (shift to fungal predomi-
nance) occurred before any experiments. were run on the 
enzymatic capability of the cells. The results of one 
such experiment (Experiment 38),run after the change 
occurred and.reseeding of the system was acco!I).plished, are 
shown in Figure 16. The seed had been grown through one 
transfer on lysine plus· fructose. The most obviou1r3 dif ~-
ference betweer~ this experiment and the previous ones was 
the failure of the R versus solids plots to show linearity, 
so that A is not constant •.. Also, it will be noted that 
there was no difference in Acontrol and Amixture below 
125 mg/1 solids, There was, however, a difference in the 
differential rate of syntn,esis, S, in the two reactors, 
which indicates that·fructose exerted the small effect 
seen previously by slightly decreasing the rate of fornia-
tion of lysine degrading enzymes. It is·possible that the 
divergence between the Rand EC plots in the individual 
reactors was caused by an inhibition of activity within 
the cells by some metabolite of lysine, because the effect 
was :present in the control reactor and yvas relieved when 
the cells were removed from the medium. 1rhe concentration 
of extracellular intermediates and end products in the 
control was less than 50 mg/1 when the effect was exerted, 
Figure 16. Effect of Fructose o:ri the Removal Rate (R) and 
Enzymat:i,c Capability . (EC) for Lysine in a 
Culture Grown Thrq11ghOne Transfer on Lysine 
Plus Fructose (Expt. 38) . · · 
(Lysine COD= 1500 mg/1. Fructose COD= 
1000 mg/1. A is the slope of tbe R versus 
solids plot; Sis the slope of the EC versus 
solids plot. . · · · ··. · 
o ;:::: Lysine removal rate, R, in the control 
reactor. · 
o =Lysine.enzymatic capability, EC, in the 
control reactor. · 
A= Exogenous·intermediates in control 
reactor. 
•=Lysine removal rate, R., ;in the mixed 
reactor. · 
•=Lysine enzymatic capability, EC, in the 
mixed reactor. 
A= Exogenous intermediates ·in.mixed 
reactor.) .. · 
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however, no more than had been found.in previous experi-
ments. Since the. enzymatic capability test is a whole 
cell test, caution must be use.d in assessing the signifi-
cance of small deviations between plots of Rand EC. 
However, in this case, the magnitude of the divergence is 
quite large SQ the difference probably is significant~ 
Another· experiment.· (No. 46) was run later in a simi-
lar manner and it indicated a very slight o.ecrease in the 
differential rate of synthesis. Amixture was also slightly 
.smaller than .A.control' and·tne divergence between Rand EC 
was much smaller than in/the other experiment. There were . 
. fewer intermediates' present than in the last experiment. 
Experiment49 wasperformed with seed that had been 
taken. from a II day,· 93 If Slant' grOWil through 0!18 transfer Oll 
·. ,' . . . . . 
·lysine, then through three on.fructose~ This experiment 
ShOWS 8S$enti.ally the t;l a:me tl1ing 8.S the others; i. e • , 
fructose exerted. lts. slight effect through a.· decrease 1.n 
the differential rate of E!ynthesis of lysine degrading 
enzymes. There ·was again•alarge divergence between the 
R versus X and .EC ·. versus X plots; al though less than 
20 mg/1 of intermediates were detected. Since the inter-
mediate COD calculation is based on acl.dition of two 
experimental values and then subtraction from a third it 
is possible that more intermediates were present, but were 
not detected due to exverimental error. 
The value ofµ in shaker flasks on fructose was m . . . . 
approximately 0.17 during these experiments. 
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5. Experiments With Ribose 
a. Effect of Ribose. Upon· the. Lysine Removal Rate. 
All of the ribose experiments were performed after the 
change in the seed culture, and as the results i.n Figure 
17 show, the plots of R·versus X in the controls were 
curvilinear, with Eimaller slopes than. before the culture 
changed. Unlike glucose or fructose, however, the effect 
' ' 
of :riboµe was to increase the lysine removal rates, R, in 
the cultures. No numerical values for the differential 
rates of activity, A, were calculated due to the diffi-
culty of obtaining meaningful slopes from the controls. 
It does appear, however, that the higher the ribose con-
centration, the greater the effect upon .A,. Little ribose 
was used during the period of lysine removal,.general],.y 
less than 100 mg/1 COD, but the se;t'ies was not repeated 
V\Ti th seed grown on both compounds because replica plating 
indicated the likelihood of a predominance shift in the 
culture if this were done. There were several types of 
colonies on the lysine plates, but only two types made 
colonies of normal size on the rib.ose plates in the same 
time period, and, thus, it was feared that there. would be 
a predominance of those organisms.in the.culture if the 
seed were grown on lysine and ribose. The existence of 
several types of colon::i,es. on the· lysin~ plates is taken as 
evidence that the culture was not a si_ngle species, 
although it was indeed restrict_ed. 
Figure 17. Effect of Ribose on the Lysine Removal Rate (R), for Cells Growing in 
the Presence of Both Lysine and Ribose 
(The seed was grown on lysine. 
o = lysine only; 
6. =lysine+ 500 mg/1 ribose COD; 
o = lysihe + 1000 mg/1 ribose COD; 
"v =lysine+ 1500 mg/1 ribose COD. 
a. Expt. 40; lysine cone. = 500 mg/1 COD 
b. Expt. 41, lysine cone.= 1000 mg/1 COD 
c. Expt. 42, lysine conce = 1500 mg/1 COD.) 
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The maximum specific.growth rate, µm' on ribose in 
. . . . . . 
shaker !;I.asks was Q .• 04-. 
. ! . . . 
£..:__ Effect of Ribose•on L;ysinLRemoval by Cells U;p.der 
. . 
. .. . 
Non-Proliferating Conditions~ · Figure is (Expt. 44-) snows 
I . 
that, when growth wa.$ prevented by chloramphenicol and 
actidione, ribose had rici effect upon the rate of lysine 
removal; therefore, ribose had no influence upon the rate 
of activity of pre-formed enzymes. 
c. Effect of Ribose Upon the Different~l Rate of 
I 
Synthesis of Lysine Degrading Enzymes. Three experiments 
. ( . . . 
(Nos. 43, 4!,, 47) were run to determine the effects of 
ribose on the rate of formation of enzymatic.capability by 
cells grown on lysine.· The concentrations o{ ribose in 
these experimen:~s were 500, 50, a.nd 1000 mg/1 COD, 
respectively. In all of the experiments, +ibose increased 
the differential ra.te' of synthesis, S, .with the highest 
concentration of ribose causing the greatest effect. In 
. . . . 
Expt. 45, Figure 19, the concentration of ri"Qose was 
., . . . .. . 
50 mg/1 so that an accurate measurement of the. a,nou,nt 
removed could be made. Oniy 15 mg/1 was removed during 
. . 
the experiment Jndicating that the ribose was probably 
being removed for synthesis of macromolecules rather than 
for use as an energy sourc.e. < There · was no significant· 
. . . . 
difference in the .amounts of intermediates accumulated ln 
the two reactors$· 
Thus,. ribose $.ppe.ars to. increase the rate of synthesis 
Figure 18. Effect of.Ribose on Lysine Removal Under 
Non-Proliferating Conditions (Expt. 44) 
(The seed WilS grm,tn on lysine. Initial 
biological solids in the reactors was 
212 mg/1. 
0 = 500 mg/1 lysine COD; 
b. = 1000 mg/1 lysine COD; 
0 = 1500 mg/1 lysine COD; 
• - 500 mg/1 lysine COD + 500 mg/1 ribose OOD; 
A. - 1000 me;/1 l;y-sine COD + 500 mg/1 
ribose COD; 
• = 1500 mg/1 lJsine COD+ 500 mg/1 
ribose COD.) 
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Figure +9• Effect of Ribose on the Removal Rate (R) and 
Enzymatic Capability (EC) for Lysine in a 
Culture .Grown on· Lysine (Expt. 45) .. 
(Lysine COD ;;: 1000 mg/1. Ribose COD = 
50 mg/1. A is tne · slope of the R versus 
solids plots; S is the slope of. the EC 
versus solids plots. 
o = Lysine removal rate, E,. in the control 
reactor. · 
o = Lys:i.ne enzymatic capability·, EC, in 
control.reactor. 
A= Exogenous intermediates in th,e control 
reactor. 
• = Lysine remova;L rate, R, in the mixed reactor. 
• = Lysine enzymatic capability, EC, in 
the mixed reactor. 
A= Exogenous intermediates in the mixed 
reactor.) · ·. 
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of lysin~ degrading enzymes, possibly by serving as a 
precursor for RNA.synthesis, therepy :Lmproving the effi-
ciency of the cells. 
C. Continuous Flow Experiments 
All of the experiments at the six-hour detention time 
were run first, then the flow rate'S were changed and the 
experiment$ at a twelve-h(:rur q.etention time were run~ 
However, in order tp facilitate oomparisons of the re~ 
sponses, the results will be grouped "by shock compound.: 
glucose, fructose, then ribose. 
1. Effects, of a Shock Load of 1000 mg/1 
Glucose (COD) U;pon abarbon-Lim.ited 
Reactor (Reactor A). 
a. Six-Hour Detention Time (D = O.l6Z hr.- 1). The 
. I . . 
. . . . ·, 
results Of.this experiment are shown in Figure 20, which 
is a time plot of the response in the reactor when the 
influent was changed from 1000 mg/1 lysine COD t~ 1000 
mg/1 lysine COD plus 1000 mg/],. glucose COD. Zero time .is 
the time at which the feed was changed, while negative 
time is p:rior to the shock. ·. Little gl't,1cose utilization 
occurred during the first one and one-half hours (the 
concentration is approximately· equal to the theoretical 
dilute-in value), but after that period, degradation of 
the carbohydrate started and was accompanied by a rapid 
accumulation of metabo].ic. intermediates. The 
Figure 20. Effect of a.Glucose .Shock Load on a Carbon-Limited Reactor 
(Reactor A) -Growing on Lysine at a Six-Hour Detention . 
Time (D = 0.167) - -
o = Biological solids concentration; 
•=Protein concentration; 
o = Total COD; 
E = Lysine COD; 
~=Glucose COD; 
•=Metabolic intermediate COD; 
A= Lysine removal rate :per unit of :protein (RR/P); 
- A = 1ysine enzymatic capab.ili ty :per unit of :protein (EC/P). 
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intermediates continued to increase in the medium for the 
first six hours, and repression of synthesis of lysine 
degrading enzymes occurred, so that by the end of that 
period the enzymatic capability and the specific removal 
rate were so low that lysine had started to build up in the 
reactor. It should be noted that up to this point, no 
significant change in.protein or. biological solids concen-
tration had occurred.· The enzymatic capability continu~d 
to decrease during the first 28 hours, allowing lysine to 
build up in the.medium until its concentration was 65% of 
the influent value •. At that time the combination of high 
lysine concentration and low intermediate concentration 
(it had been reduced to 50 mg/1) allowed the repression to 
be diminished, and EC/Pbegan to increase, reaching a new 
vab,:i.e cf approximately o. 30. When thi.s occurred there was 
another increase in growth rate within the ;reactor because 
the solids.started increasing v~ry·~apidly.· Fo:i:-ty-five 
hours after administering the shock, all lysine had again 
been removed from the reactor and it was approaching a new 
·steady state. 
At the new steady state, there had been a change in 
the physiological characteristics of the cells because the 
protein was a more normal 55% of the cell mass instead of 
the abnormally high value of 85% which had been measured 
prior to the shock. Also, the cell yield had improved 
because the combination of 1000 mg/1 lysine COD plus 1000 
mg/1 glucose COD supported 1000 mg/1 solids whereas before 
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the shock the 1000 mg/1 of lysine COD had supported only 
200 mg/1 of cells •. These two occurrences were observed in 
several of the .experiments, Prior to the shock the 
enzymatic capability with respect to protein (EC/P) had 
been erratic (probably associated with the unexplained 
disruption of the stea.dy state that had occurred).·.· At the 
new steady state, EC/P was q.30, or 35% of the value imme-. 
diately preceding the· shock. · During the transient, wl1.en 
the repression of the lysine degrading enzyme system was 
severe, the EC/P reached a minimum value of 0.15 •. 
After the shock was removed (i.e.,' after the feed was 
changed to 1000 mg/1 lysine), a washout of.the excess 
solids occurred until a new steady state was reached. Tb.e 
EC/P of tne culture did not increase as rapidly as did the 
specific substrate. removal rate, and it is not certain how 
this could happen •. It could mean either that a large 
amount of lysine was being .used for protein synthesis, or 
that the enzymatic capability te.st was not actually meas-
uring the full enzyme level in the cells. 
A second.experiment was performed with.glucose but it 
was only run to the point of·maximum lysine build~up. · The 
response was the· same to that point •. 
b. Twelve.:..B:our Detention Time (D = 0.083 hr.- 1 ). At 
this flow rate, as shown in Figure 21, the response to the 
. . 
glucose shock was less severe. Glucose utilization was 
slight for the first three hours, but once it started 
there was a decrease in EC/P, from 0.67 to 0.38. No lag 
Figure 21. Effect of a Glucose Shock Load on a Carbon-Limited .Reactor (Reactor A) 
Grbwing on Lysine at a Twelve-Hour Detent.ion Time (D = 0 .083) 
o = Biological Solids concentration; 
•=Protein concentration; 
o = total COD; 
E =· Lysine·COD; 
.i = Glucose COD; 
• = Metabolic intermediate _COD; 
A = Lysine removal rate per unit of protein (RR/P); 
A= Lysine enzymatic capability per unit of protein (EC/P) 
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was experienced before the soli.ds and protein started to 
increase (as found at D:;:: b.167) so that despite the 
lowered capability (57% of the preshock value) there was 
only a small.increase in the lysine content of th,e efflu-
ent. It is possible that the intermediates were of a dif-
ferent nature than those encountered in the previous 
e~eriment because they continued to. build UJ? until they 
reached a fairly steady concentration of about 200 mg/1 
during the last 24 hours, al though the repression was not as 
severe. Since these intermediates were not removeQ. 1 it is 
possible that they were refractory in nature and did not 
include. the metabolite repressor or lea<l to tbe :repressor • 
. This build-up was observed in .all experiments on this re-
actor at this flow rate.(see Figures 25 and 29). 
As in the previous exp~riment ( D = 0. ;l.67 hr."" 1 ) , the re 
was a physiological cJ1ange in the culture. res~l ting in a 
decrease in the per cent protein. to a more "normal" value , 
and an increase in cellyield. ·At this flow rq.te, the. 
repression was not as severe because EC/P did not II over- · 
. . ·, .. 
shoot!', but stabilized directly at the new "steady state" 
. l . 
concentration. After the shock was' removed, EC/f returned 
to a value slightly higher than that prior to the .shock. 
2. Effects of a Shock Load of 1000 mg/1 Glucose 
(COD) Upo~ a Mag~esium-Limited Reactor (Reactor B) 
It would be reasonc;1ble to expect that when a nutrient 
other than tl'..e organic substrate is limiting in a reactor, 
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the response to an increase in organic loading cannot be 
. . 
an increase in protein syntllesis because. the limiting 
nutrient has not. been changed. ·:r:f more organic.substrate 
is added to . the in.fluent, · tl:te effluent COD will increase 
. . . 
because the total rate of COD. utilizat;i.' on must. stay ap-
proximately the same. If the s~cond (added) compound is· 
capable of. causing metabolite repression of enzymes for. 
degradation of the first compound, it.· will cause an addi-
tional leakage of the first compound in the effluent. 
a. Six-Hour Deten~ion Time. ~D = · 9.167 hr. "". 1 ). As 
shovvn in Figure 22, when glucose was -intr~duced into the 
. . :· . : ·, . 
reactor,the.concentration follow~dthe theoretical dj,lute-
in curve for.the first hour. l:ind one-half, indicating no 
. '. .· 
utilization, ·and, tlius, tb,ere was no change :i;n the 
enzymatic -~apa~ility or· 1Ysili~: l)e~oval: rat.e of the culture. 
. . 
-However, as soon as.glucose utilization:started, severe 
. . . 
repressi6n of the sintll.esi~ .of lysine degr.:ading enzymes 
occurred because the erizyma"tiiccapabili.ty conformed toa 
theoretical wash-out curve fortb.ree.hours. ·Aftei' 20 
. . . 
hours'. repression_ was less severe. l)ecause a new stead.y. 
state was finally reached ill wh;ich EC/P was 46% of the 
unrepiessed value·. In.· the. new steady state, the 1000. mg/1 
of glucose COD added to the medium replaced only 750 mg/1 
of the 1500 mg/1 lysine COD "being.used by the culture prior 
to the shock so that it is possible that if more glucose 
had been provided the repression would-have been more. 
severe. There was no-inqrease in :protein synthesis, 
Figure 22. Effect of a Glucose Shock Load ona Magnesium-Limited Reactor· 
(Reactor B) Growing on Lysine at a Six-Hour Detention Time 
( D = 0 .167 hr. - 1 ) -
o = Biological_ solids concentration;-_-
- -
•=Protein concentration.; 
- D = Total COD; 
IJ = Lysine COD; 
iii!= Glucose COD; 
• = Metabolic intermediate COD;_ 
1::,,. = Lysine_ removal rate per unit of protein (RR/P); 
A= Lysine enzymatic capability per unit of protein (EC/P) - - -
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confirming tlYc biosynthetically re$tric ted nature of the 
medium, but there was an increase in cell mass, possibly 
due to an increase in stored carbohydrate material. Unlike 
the cells in the carbon-limited system, wh:lch were 85% 
protein 9 the cells in this reactor were 56% protein and 
were encapsv.lated with a slimy capsule that was visible 
with India ink staining. The latter characteristic was 
common to all of the magnesium-limited experiments. After 
the glucose was removed from the feed, the enzymatic capa-
bility started to ·increase immediately~ indicating a re~ 
],ease from repression, and returned to approximately the 
pre-shock valv.e, as did the other parameters. The inter-
mediates in the reactor were higher under non-shock con-
ditions (60 mg/1) than they had been in the carbon-limited 
system under similar conditions (20 mg/1), but this would 
be expected because of. the biosynthetic restriction. 
As a check, another experiment was run at this flow 
rate and gave similar results for the first 28 hours, 
after which the shock was removed;~ 
. . 
b. Twelve-Hour Det.ention Time (D = 0.083.._hr ... 1 2. 
Because of the greatl,y increased yield at slower growth 
rates when m.agne :c::d_ 1.rn1 is l.in i ting~ it vn:cJ.s necessary to 
decrease the magne::3j_u:m co:nceritration j_n the medj_um to 
maintain approxj_ni.c,,.tely the sa1ne solids J..e·vel (82) (83). 
However~ as shown in Figure 23, the final c.oncentration of 
cells in the reactor was lower than at the other detention 
time. Prior to the shock EC/P was 0.60 but waf3 reduced to 
Figure 23. Effect of a Glucose Shock Load on a Magnesium-Limited Reactor 
(Reactor B) Growing on Lysine at a Twelve-Hour Detention 
Time (D = 0.083 hr. - 1 ) 
o = Biological solids concentration; 
•=Protein concentration; 
D = Total C-OD; 
·E = .Lysine COD; 
~=Glucose COD; 
• = Metabolic intermediate COD; 
b. = Lysine removal rate per unit · of protein·· (RR/P); 
A= Lysine enzymatic capability per unit of protein 
(EC/P) 
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approximately 0.15, or 25% of its former value,due to the 
metabolism of glucose. As wo~ld be anticipated by the 
theory of metabolite repression, the repression observed 
here was greater than that found at the faster flow rate 
in the same type system (35) (84). In a biosynthetically 
restricted system, the.· slower the· flow rate, the more 
restriction there is .upon anabolism. When a compound like 
glucose, which can be degr~ded readily, is added to the 
medium, it will contribute intermediates faster than bio-
synthesis can use them, and the slovve~ the flow rate the 
greater the difference between.the rate of utilization and 
the rate o.f growth, and the .greater the repression. Other 
than the quantiati ve. differ.ences, the responses of the two 
magnesium-limited systems were.similar: a· J.ag in glucose 
utilization and a.decrease in EC/P which occurred only 
after glucose utilization and intermediate build-up had 
begun. More lysine was replaced this time, 900 mg/1 COD 
instead of 750, but after releise from the shock all sys-
tem parameters returned to their pre-shock .levels. 
3. Effects of. a Shock Load of 1000 mg{1 
Fructose (COD) Upon a Carbon-Limited 
Reactor (Reactor A) 
a. Six-Hour Detention Time (D == 0.162 hr."'." 1 ).. The 
response of the carbon-limited system to a fructose shock 
load (Figure 24) was similar to, .but less severe than, its 
response to glucose. Approximately one and one-half hours 
F:igure 24-. Effect of a Fructose Shock Load on a Carbon-Limited Reactor (Reactor A) 
Growing on Lysine at a Six-Hour Detention Time (D = 0.167 hr.- 1 ) 
o = Biological solids concentration; 
•=Protein cDncentration; 
o == Total COD; 
l:J = Lysine COD; 
~=Fructose COD; 
•=Metabolic intermediate COD; 
~=Lysine removal rate per unit of protein (RR/P); 
A= Lysine enzymatic capability per unit of protein (EC/P) 
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were required for the :;i..ni tia.tion of fructose utiliz,ation 
and the highest level of fructose in the medium was 
350 mg/1 compared to370 mg/1 for glucose •. Repression of 
synthesis of lysine degrading enzymes occurred in spite of 
the fact that the concentration of intermediates did not 
increase greatly. It should be noted that the enzymatic 
capability of the culture was increas:Lng (probabl;y related 
to the slight leakage of lysine 13 hou,rs before the shock) 
when the shock was applied,bu.t the trend was reversed by 
the repression, which appears to have been almost complete. 
This decrease in enzymatic capability caused a temporary 
leakage of lysine into the effluent, but it was not as 
great as the leakage when glucose was the shock compound 
because the biological solids concentratiGm was already 
increa~ing. The enzyma.tic capability was smallest during 
the period of maximum leakage of lysine, but it then 
started increasing and had returned to O. 53, or 62.°;{J of the 
pre-shock value, just before removal of the shock. The 
enzymatic Cal)ability and removal rate plots d;i.verged, but 
they both. show the same trend. After. the shock was re-
moved, the biological solids, protein, and enzymatic 
capability all returned to their pre..,..shock values. 
b. Twelve-Hour Detention Time (D = 0.083 hr."" 1 ). · 
There was a dual character to the response to a shock load 
of fru,ctose at this .flow rate. During the first 36 hours 
after the application of th~ shock. (Figure 25), the re-
. ' . ' . . . 
sponse anticipated .(l'.'om examination of the previous 
Figure 25. Effect of a Fructose Shock Load -on a Carbon-Limited Reactor (Reactor A) 
Growing on Lysine at a Twelve-Hour Detention Time (D = 0.083 hr.- 1 ) 
. o = Bi-ological solids concentration; 
•=Protein concentration; 
O "" Total COD; 
[]:: Lysine COD; 
iiiJ = Fructo.se COD; 
• = Metabolic intermediate COD; 
6. = Lysine removal rate :per unit of protein (RR/P); 
• · = Lysine enzymatic capability per unit of protein (EC/PJ 
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results occurred. Fructose built up gradually in the sys ... 
tem, but v.ras eventually removed as a new apparent steady 
state was reached. As expected, this resulted in a re-
pression of synthesis of lysine degrading enzymes as snown 
by the decrease of enzymatic capability from a pre-shock 
Vq.lue of 0.63 to a new value of 0.3.9 (62%). At this time, 
the concentration of intermediates was high, but the level 
of metabolite re:pressor must not have been excessive, 
because the repress;ion was mild. The second portion of 
the response started sometime after 36 houi·s and resulted 
in another rise 1.n proteJ.n a.nd so1;.d$, altho1.:1.gh very little 
change occurred in the total effluent COD. Accompanyi.ng 
tl1e .ri·se in ce'.ll -Iaa_ss c.lr1d prote.trJ. i,J"as a cbr1com.i ta.11t de .. ~ 
<;:rease in enzymatic capabi 1i t~y- to O. 25, or only 40% of the 
pre-shock value. Although it. cannot be proven since 
replica plating ·was not .done in this series of experiments, 
it appears that a predominance shift·occurred i;n the cul-
ture after 36 hours because the $Olids co;ncentration in-
creased vli thout an;;1 change in C.OD ( indicattng a cha.nge in 
yield) and did not return to the old steady state value 
after the shock was removed; instead it st,~bilized at 
420 mg/1, 155% of the pre-shock value (again indicating a 
change in yield)~ During the shock, the total enzymatic 
capability (EC/P x P) at the first steady state was ap-
proximately equal to the value at the seco1;1d steady stq..te 
(168 versus 159) implying that the second decrease in 
EC/P could have been cau13ed solely by the increase in 
152 
yield of the solids. Thus, for comparisons with the other 
experiments the first yalue (o.39)·was used. 
4. Effects o! a Shock Load of lOOOmg/1 Fructose 
~~ . 
_(COD) Upon· a Magnesium-Limited Reactor· CReactor B) 
I . . . . . , 
a. Six-Hour Detention Time \D =0.167 hr.- 1). The 
res~onse 6fthe magnesium-limited reactor to the fructose 
. ·. ·, ··, 
.shock load is shown in Figure 26. ··.·The mo$t obvious dif-
ference between.this experiment·and those on glucose is 
that at this flow rate fructose·was.being added faster 
than the cells could remove it, caus1;rig the .level in the 
· reactor to build· up. to 520 mg/1. · Since the feed concen-
tration was 933 mg/1,· the amount removed was 413 mg/1 
which was e:q.ougn. to lower the enzymatic capabil:l ty of the 
,· 
cells for.lysine and displace 400 mg/1 lysine COD, as 
shown. by the lysine plot •. Initially, a severe repression 
of synthesis occu:rred,?,s shown by.the.decrease in EC/P 
(although the protein concentration stayeq. constant), 
followed by a lesser repression allowing synthesis at a 
reduced. rate. When the new steady state was reached, EC/P · 
was 0~49, or 58% of the pre .... shock value.· The intermediates 
did not increase·appreciably until the repressionmecha-
nism was operative, bu.t once · they increased they stayed 
relatively high. After fructose was removed from the 
feed,., the repression was relie.ved and the capability 
retu+:"r+ed ·. to its I;>re-sh9ck level. 
Figure 26. Ef-fect of a Fructose Shock Load on a Magnesium-Limited Reactor 
(Reactor B) Growing on Lysine at a Six-Hour Detention Time 
(D = 0 .167 hr. - 1 ) .· 
o = Biological solids conce:r:itration; 
•=Protein concentration; 
o = Total.COD; 
E = Lysine COD; . 
.a =· Fruc_tos:e COD; 
•=Metabolic intermediate COD; 
bi..= Lysine removal rate per unit of protein (RR/P);. 
& = Lysine enzymatie capability per unit of protein (EC/P) . . 
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b. Twelve-Hour Detention Time.JlL,= 0.083 hr.::..2.. 
Figure 2? shows the response. o! this system to fructose. 
The pattern was similar to that observed a,t the higher 
flow rate; as fructose ·utilization began, the enzymatic 
. . 
capability of. the cells for degrading lysine decreased. 
The reactor appears to have gone through two stages of· 
. . . . . . . 
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fructose utilizat:i,on, with a sl:i,ght.decreal:;le in fructose 
concentration a,fter ;36 hours •. As pointed :out previously, 
the sol:Lds concentration in. the reactor at this flow rate 
was not as great as at the six~hour detention time, and 
this propably explains wb.y·the fructose cpncentration in 
the effluent was not Jower. As is expected under 
magnesium-limited conditions, there was no increase in 
protein, but the enz;y1natic capability of ce;Lls did decrease, 
yielding a value of O •. 4-0, or 56% of the pre-shock value$ 
It is interest;i.n.g to note that few :i,ntermediates were· 
detectable in the medium indicating that. it is not neces- · 
sary for the intermediates to l;)e excreted for metabolite 
repression t6 occur. 
!z· Effects of a Shock Load of iooo rg_g/1 Ribose 
(COD) Upon a Carbon-Limited Reactor (Reactor A) 
.a,. Six-Hour DetentiQn Time (D = 0.167·hr,- 1 1· In 
the batch experiments, it was found that the maximum 
specific growth rate onribose was 0.04-; therefore, 
when it was used as a Shock substrate. (Figure 28), the 
cells could not utilize ribose f.ast. enough to remove all 
Figure 27. Effect of a Fructose Shock Load on a Magnesium-Limited Reactor 
(Reactor B) Growing on Lysine at a Twelve-Hour Detention 
Time (D = 0.083 :hr. - 1 '.) 
o = Biological solids concentration; 
•=Protein concentration; 
o = Total COD; 
IJ = Lysine COD; 
ii= Fructose COD; 
•=Metabolic intermediate COD; 
t:,. = Lysine removal rate per unit of protein (RR/P); 
A"'"' Lysine enzymatic capability per unit of protein (EC/P) 
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Figure 28. Effect of a Ribose Shock Load on a Carbon-Limited Reactor 
(Reactor A) Growing on Lysine at a Six-Hour Detention 
Time (D = o.167hr.- 1 ) 
o = Biological solids concentration; 
•=Protein concentration; 
. o == Total COD; 
E =·Lysine COD; 
~ = Ribose COD; 
• = Metabolic intermediate COD; 
!:!. = Lysine removal rate per unit of protein (RR/P); 
•=Lysine enzymatic capability per unit of protein 
(EC/P) 
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of it from. rc:rnlution and the concentration built up to 
600 mg/1; i;e., approximately 300 mg/1 was used. The 
response observed in Figure 28 Cq.n l~e explained in light 
of the batch experiments and the theories of cataboli te 
repression (35). Immediately after ribose was introduced 
into the system, the enzymatic capability of the cells in-
creased ( as shown in the previous batch experiments), but as 
the slow ribose utilization started, the enzymatic capa-
bility began to decrease due to mild repression. The new 
steady state value of enzymatic capability with respect to 
protein was 83% of the pre.;.shock value which was adequate 
for ;removing all of the lysine supplied to the :r;eactor so 
that no leakage to the effluent occurred. After the shock 
was removed, the protein level returned to the pre-"'shock 
value but the total solids decre~sed slightly. The actual 
rate of removal of lysine returned to its original level 
but EC/P increased greatly; how~ver, since there is only 
one sample at the high level it is possible that it is in 
error. 
b. Twelve-Hour Detention Time (D;:: 0.083br.-:J_. 
For tbe first 36 hours after tbe shock wa.s applied 
(Figure 29),the response was as expected from the previous 
experiments and from theory. There was an initial in-
crease in EC/P followed by a slight decrease to a value 
that was 89% of the pre-shock value. Up to this point, 
ribose remova:L was similar to that in the? lar1t experiment, 
but after ?:·6 hours the rate of ut:Lli.zat;ion o.f ribose 
Figure 29. Effect of a Ribose Shock Load on a Cirbon-Limited Reactor (Reactor A) 
Growing on Lysine at a Twelve-Hour Detention Time (D == 0.083 hr.- 1 ) 
o = Biological solids concentration; 
•=Protein concentration; 
D = Total COD; 
Cl= Lysine.COD; 
liiil = Ribose COD; 
•=Metabolic intermediate COD; 
b. = Lysine removal rate per unit of protein (RR/P); 
· • = Lysine enzymatic capability per unit of protein (EC/P) 
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increased .until it was removed .;from solution, ·with the 
' ' ' production of· many intermediates and a further decrease in 
EC/P. FrolII- this itwouldappear that ribose·had exerted a 
severe effect. upon l;ysineenzymatic capability, but atten-
' ' 
tion must· also be give.n :to the response of the system once 
the ribose was removed since, when the steady state was 
' re-established, the solids. an& protei~ concentrations were 
higher tha:Q. they had b.eeri prior to the shock.,·. implying a 
,. . . . . .· 
char1ge iri the culture. . ]further evidence for a change is 
given by the enzymatic capabiifty which Was considerably 
. . . . ' ,. . . . . .. 
srnal;t.er after the shoc.k W:a$ removed thari.' it was before' the 
. " : .· ·, . ' .. 
shock was applied. Itsho:uld also be noted tb.at the EC/P 
,· .. 
value j_mmediately pl:'ior to removal of the. shock (98. hrs) 
.. . . . .· ,• ·. ,, '.' . ·. : . ·. . . 
· .· was 89% of the steady state value after the shock ( 126 · 
' ' ' 
. . . . . 
hrs}; the EC /P at 36 ho11rs is ~lso 89°,.6 of the . capability 
' ' ' 
prior to the· shock (~0,5 hrs) .. This, together with the 
findings from the batch experim.ents th6:t growth on ribose 
would s:p.ift the population, is t.aken as evidence .that an 
actual shift did occur. Tn addition to the above, there 
were observable morphological c~anges in .the cul tut'e after 
36 hours, although, unfortunately, no replica pl9-ting was 
performeo.. i'hus, the e.ffect of r:i,bose on the enzymatic 
capability of th,e culture for lysip.e removal is less than 
at the prev:j_ous flow rate causing only a slight' decrease. 
in EC/P (89% bf the pre-shock value). 
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. . . 
1QOD) Upon. a MQg~esium..;;Liµiited Reactor· (Reactor B2_ 
Six-Hour Detention Time .(_Q = 0 .167 hr. -l ) • 
. . I . . 
As 
shown in Figure 30, ·the. stec;,;dy state wi tli.·, respect to COD 
and solids was not well established prior to the shock, 
al though EC/P was fairly. stable. · Upon the introduction of 
ribose, EC/P for lysine increased slightly caµsing the 
lysine to be.completely removed from solution. After the 
small amount of ribose removal started 1 the intermediates 
in the system increased, followed by.a decrease·in EC/P 
for lysine to a va:Lue. that t,rns 96% of the· pre-shock value. 
The enzymatic capability increased .again just before the 
shock was removed; .but a decrease in the protein cone en-
. tr a.ti on occur.red at the same time. so it is difficult to 
conclude what ca~sed the effect.. In gehera,l, the l;'espons e 
is consistent with th.e othel;' data. Only 150 mg/1 ribose 
were removed. 
b. TweJ. ve-Hour Detention Time" (D ;,,,. 0. 083 pr. - 1 ) • 
The results at this flow rate, shown in• ]figur.e. 31, agree 
quite well with the results at the prev~ous flOw rate. 
After the introduction of r;i.bose_ into the reactor, the 
EC/P value rose, but then ~s ribose utilization began the 
enzymatic capability decreased to 85% of the pre-shock 
level, allowing an increase in the lysine concentration in 
the effluent. After 61 hours, there was another increase 
in EC/Panda concurrent decrease in lysine concentration. 
Figure 30. Effect of a Ribose Shock Load on a Magnesium-Limited Reactor (Reactor B) 
Growing on Lysine at a Six-Hour Detention Time (D = 0 .167 hr. -1) . 
o = Biological solids concentration; 
•=Protein concentration; 
o = Total COD; 
IJ = Lysine COD; 
i. = Ribose COD; 
• = Metabolic intermediate COD; 
b.. = Lysine removal rate per unit of protein, (RR/P); 
•=Lysine enzymatic·capability per unit of protein (EC/P) 
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Figure 31. Effect of a Ribose Shock Load on a Magnesium-Limited Reactor (Reactor B) 
Growing on Lysine at a Twelve Hour Detention Time (D = 0.083 hr. - 1 ) 
o =Biological.sol.ids concentI'ation; 
•==Protein.concentration; 
o == Total COD; 
E = Lys,ir1e COD; 
~ ::;:·R:i.bose COD; 
• = 1"1etabolic intermediate COD; 
A== Lysine removal rate per unit of protein (RR/P); 
A == Lysine enzymatic capabiJ.ity per unit of protein (EC/P) 
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This new EC/P value was J:iigher than the pre-shock value, 
but was only 88% of the value attained after the ribose 
shock was removed. Since natural populations reach only 
"dynamic" steady states, it is possible that this was a 
"normal" change, or alternatively it could have been a 
population shift caused by the ribose. The latter does 
not seem as likely in this case as it did in th~ carbon-
limited system because no mor:phologica1 changes were evi-
dent in the culture, and there·were no appreciable 
differences between· the protein arid solids concentrations 
before and a,.fter the shock • 
... 'Z_·--~-ffect of Flow Rate on the Lev __ e_l_o_f 
Repression in Continuous Fl01,:.,- Reac~ 
As pointed out in Chapter III, Boddy et al. (65) 
reported greater repression of amidase synthesis.in carbon-
limited continuous flow reactors at higher flow rates. 
'fhey postulated that the greater production of metabolic 
intermediates at the higher flow rates caused the greater 
repression. Conversely, in nitrogen-limited chemostats 
J.Vlandelstam ( 36) showed that at lower flow rates the re-
pression of f3-galactosida$e was greater. Thus, it appears 
that the type of limitation placed on a continuous flow 
reactor governs its response to shock loads at different 
fl0w rates. In '11able VI, the average degrees of repres-
sion by the yarious compounds at the different flow rates 
under the two growth conditions are compared. This table 
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TABLE V! 
EFFECT OJ? FLOW RATE ON THE LEVEL OF REPRESSION 
INCO~TINUOUS FLOW RE.A.CTORS 
Shock D Pre-shock Average during shock 
·. EC/l? EC/P % of Pre-shock 
Carbon-limited reactor 
Glucose . 0.167 0.85 0.30 35 
Glucose 0.083 o.67 0.38 57 
Fructose 0.167. 0.85 0.53 62 
Fructose 0.083 0~62. 0.39 62• 
Ribose 0.167 1.21 1.00 83 
Ribose 0.083 0.62 6.55 89• 
Magnesium-limitec;i reactor 
Glucose 0.167 . 0.97 o.45 46 
Glucose 0.083 0.60 0.15 25 
Fructose 0.167 0.85 o.49 58 
Fructose 0.083 0,72 o.4o 56 
Ribose 0.167 0.96 0.92 96 
Ribose 0.083 o.47 o.4o 85• 
*See text 
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shows that for glucose, which is rapidly degradable, the 
data agree with the findings reported above. For fructose 
and r.ibose, which v.rere more difficult to degrade and showed 
less rep::ression under batch growth conditions, the differ-
ence in .flow rates made little diff'e.rence in the degree of 
repression, although the trends were the same as with 
glucose. 
Based on the general concepts of metabolite repression 
presented in Chapter II, and on the postulations of Boddy, 
et al. ( 65), tp.e following rationale appears to be logical. 
The organisms in a carbon-limited reactor·can respond to. 
an increase in in.:('luent COD by increasing their growth 
rate ( up to µ. ) during the transient state. The faster rn . -
the flow rate, the smaller is the difference between the 
rate of supply of the e::?(cess carbon source and the maximum 
possible growth rate, thus the greater the concentration 
of the metabolic pools. Conversely, the slower the flow 
rate, the lower is the level of the metabolic pools $ince 
the growth rate is unrestricted. At the new steady state, 
there wi 11 be a relationship betiveen the flow rate and 
concentration o! the metabolic pools, with the lower flow 
rate s,1.lowing less internal metabolites since the system 
is carbon-limited. Thus, if the pools contain the metab-
olite repressor' the slower the flov-J ra,te' the lower the 
level of the repressor and the less the .severity of the 
repression. In a biosynthetically restricted medium 
(e.g., magnesium-limited), the system cannot respond to an 
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increase in influent COD by increasing the growth rate 
because the rate limiting substance has not changed, In 
this system, the lower the flow rate, the lower is the 
rate of biosynthes;is; thus, if an easily degraded carbon 
source is added, the lower the flow rate, the greater the 
disparity between the rates of catabolism and anabolism 
and the higher the level . of metabolic pools, leading to 
more severe repression. 
8. Relationship Between the Type of Growth 
Limi tc:1-tion and the Control of. Lysine.,-.Degrading 
Enz;yme S:yntnesis at Steady State. 
Although not of J?rimary importance to the objectives 
qf this work, the following comments are presented, in con ... 
~unction w:i,th the data.obtained with the.continuous flow 
reactors. In a carbon-lirnited reactor growing on a single 
substrate, the steady state substrate concentration is 
·1ow, and, therefore, the rates of activity of enzymes 
acting on that substrate are prob1;1bly not maximal, but are 
governed by the substrate concentration. Most of the 
metabolic control would be exercised at the level of 
enzyme activity so that the actual.amount of enzyme present 
in the·cells should be greater than that ex_pres$ed by the 
substrate removal rate, and EC/P should be greater than 
RR/P. However, ·in a.biosynthetically restricted I'eactor 
(i.e., one not limiteQ. by carbon source), such as the 
. . 
magnesium-limited.one, too substrate is in excess, and, 
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thus, according to Michaelis-Meriten kinetics, all enzymes 
acting directly on the substrate would be operating near 
maximal rate. In such a case, the level of enzyme should 
be approximately equc;l..l :to.that expressed by the actual 
removal rate and EC/P should be approxima.tely equal to 
RR/P. Table VII shows a. comparison of the EC/P and RR/P 
values for the various reactors. In the carbon-limited 
. . . 
·reactor, EC/P was·significant1y greater.than RR/Pin four 
of the six experifT).ents, while :in the magnesium-limited 
reactor this was.tru~ .;in only one case (Figure 27). 
1rherefore, enzyme synthesis in the magnesium-limited sys-
tem appears to be under more strict control than it is in 
the carbon-limited system, which agrees with the theory·of 
metabolite repression since the internal level of inter-
mediates in the former should be greater than that in the 
latter. This is also in accord with the assertion by 
Neidhardt (85) that the met/3.bolism of any carbon and. 
energy source which is degraded by repressible enzymes 
mu.st be responsive to the over-all biosynthetic rate of 
the cell. 
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TABLE VII 
COMPARISONS 01'' ENZYMATIC CAPABILITY AND ACTUAL REMOVAL 
RATES BEFORE THE SHOCKS WERE APPLIED 
Figure No. 
Carbon-limited reactor 
20 · 
21 
24 
25 
28 
29 
Magnesium,-limited reactor 
22 
23 
26 
27 
30 
31 
...--,.-·.....------~ 
·. EC/P 
0.85 
0.67 Q.85 
0.62 
1.21 
0.62 
0.97 
0.60 
0.85 
0.72 
0.96 
0.47 
RR/P 
1.06 
0.51 
0.85 
0.43 
0.75 
0.42 
0.90 
0.61 
0.91 
·. 0.59 
1.01 
· 0.56 
CHAPTER VI 
DISCUSSION 
Any basic engineering study, such as the continuing 
investigation of metabolic control mechanisms in the Bio-
environmental Engineerin'g Laboratories at Oklahoma State 
University, must be founded on principles obtained in 
simple systems; thus, the over-all protocol included com-
binations of all classes of compounds.· Amino acids serve 
as the basic components of protein, and as such are pres-
ent in all cells. Because of their biosynthetic importance 
it would seem·likeJ,.y that ·cells have de_veloped mechanisms 
to conserve them and prevent their degradation unneces-
sarily; therefore, a study of the control mechanisms 
involved in amino aci.d degradation, and the ubiquity of 
those controls, is of significance for both basic · and ap-
plied science. 
Although amino acids may not form a large portion of 
the organic matter in waste water, they are present. 
Kahn and Wayman (86), for example, identified 13 different 
free amino acids.in raw domestic sewage with a total con-
centration of 115 mg/1. Amino acids are readily removed 
from sewage but the significance of the control mechanisms 
involved in their utilization may increase if the wet 
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oxidation (Zimmerman) process of sludge disposal becomes 
more widespread· (87). Teletzke et al. (88) have shown 
that the o:xidationprocess hydrolyzes polypeptides, re-. 
leasing free amino acids in the filtrate. Prior to oxida-
tion, a slurry contained about 42 mg/1 (as N) of free amino 
ac'ids, but afterwards the· filtrate· contained 1400 mg/1 
(as N). Certain types of .. wastes, such as packing house 
wastes, are high in protein and, . thus, could contribute 
. . 
high concentrations of amino acids to· tre.atment plants. 
Therefore, .although .this study was performed on amino 
acids because of the importance of the basic information 
available, it has practical ramifications as well. 
A. Preliminary Experiments 
As would be anticipated by some of the literature 
cited in Chapter II, the removal of several of the amino 
acids was slowed by the presence of glucose in the medium. 
When Jacoby (89) studied the effect of glucose on the 
adaptation of Pseudomonas fluoresc~ to amino acids, he 
found tl;lat the carbohydrate adversely affected induction 
to many of them, including.all of those screened in these 
preliminary experiments, except cysteine and threonine, 
upon which his organisms would not grow at all. · In the 
natuI'al microbial· population used in these studies' 
however, glucose significantly retarded.the removal of 
only five of the amino·. acids. · The difference probably 
lies in tb,e fact that these pr~liminary experiments were 
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designed to measure. an effect upon amino ac.id degradation 
by cells already acclimated, while Jacoby was studying the 
effect upon acclimation. There was one other result in 
the preliminary experiments .that·. was contrary to published 
literature and that was · the failure of glucose to affect 
histid,ine utilization• as ·ha·d :be·eni.reported by Magasanik 
. ·" .· . .... · .. 
(35). When the cells were a.cciimated to.histidine, they 
. . 
lost the capacity to use glucose ·:t-ap:i,dly and· this was 
probably the · ~ause of the discrepancy. However, Cowen 
(90) found that glucose ha.a.' hb ef:f'e.ct upon utilization of 
histidine by Pseudomonas aer:y.ginosastrain PA-1. 
As pointed out in the results .section, lysine was 
chosen on the basis of the preliminary experiments. One 
of the assertions of the theory of metabolite repression 
is that the repressing compound and the repressed compound. 
share a common metabolic intermediate (35). The pathway 
of lysine degradation in ·bacteria is not certain, but 
recent work indicates that lysine first undergoes oxida-
tive decarboxylation to 6-aminovaleramide which is 
deamidated to yield 6-aminovaleric acid (91). . The latter 
compound undergoes transamination togive.gl-utaric semi.;. 
aldehyde (92), which in turn yields glutaric acid. 
Glutaric acid is then Gonverted to ·· acetyl-OoA via 
glutaryl-CoA ( 93) ( 94). . If indeed glucose and lysine do 
. . . . . . . . . : . . . 
share a common intermediate, the .first would be acetyl-
CoA. No sample.s were tiken for the. identification of 
intermediates, in either the preliminary or the lysine 
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experiments, but if acetyl-GoA we:re involved with the con-
trol exerted by glucose, these results might be correlated 
with the findings of Dobrogosz on the involvem.ent of 
energy relationships and pyruvate metabolism in metabolite 
repression (47) (48) (49). 
B. Batch Experiments 
Even though the bacterial population employed in 
these experiments was selected for its ability to use 
lysine as a carbon source, the lysine degradative system 
was subject to metabolic control. The culture was started 
from sewage, and underwent natural selection, limited only 
by the abilities of the species to use lysine. Al though 
the changes that occurred in the population during the 
latter stages of the study interfered with the quanti ta-
ti ve interpretation of the results, the qualitative find-
. . 
ings were·consistent with the earlier experiments with 
regard to the current theories of metabolite repression. 
The validity of comparisons between experiments on fruc-
tose and ribose and those on glucose is substantiated by 
the fact that the glucose .experiment shown in Figure 13 
was perf armed on day 191 with seed removed from a slant 
and grown up for use in much the same manner as for Expt. 
49 on fructose. 
The results have shown that glucose repressed the 
formation of the inducible lysine degradative system, in 
an en masse response, and that the metabolic intermediates 
- ' 
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of glucose degradation also exerted the effect. Pre-
induction offered a small degree of protection again$t 
the repression, but removal of ammonia nitrogen from the 
system did not overcome it. Inhibition of activity of 
pre-formed enzymes played only a minor role in the control 
of the system. The response of the system to the differ-
ent carbohydrates was a function of the growth rates on, 
and production of intermediates from,· tnose carbohydrates. 
Glucose supported relatively rapid growth (µm = 0.45 hr- 1 ) 
with the production of many intermediates and, consequently, 
it had a rather severe effect upon the production of 
lysine degrading enzymes. .Fructose, on the other hand, 
allowed the cells to grow with a µm of only 0.17 hr- 1 with 
· the excretion of few intermediates and its effect was 
rather mild, withAmi:xture/Acontrol being about 0.84. 
Inhibition played no part in its effect, whic.h was due 
entir~ly to a reduction in the differential rate of syn-
thesis. Ribose supported growth very slowly, with a µm of 
Q.04 hr- 1 • Part of the population apparently could use 
ribose onJy poorly or not at all, and the major utiliza-
tion in the culture was apparently for macromolecule syn-
thesis, thus increasing the efficiency of the cells and 
allowing a faster rate of synthesis of lysine degrading 
enzymes. These findings agree with the basic concepts of 
metabolite repression which state that the severity of the 
effect is related to the rate at which a substrate is 
utilized (35). It has been shown in basic studies on 
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this phenome;non that glucoee is dissimilated much more 
rapidly ~han the synthetic machinery of the cells can use 
the intermed;i..ates produced,. and., thus, glucose produces a 
severe effect. 
Monod (34) stated that the.difference between con-
stitutive and inducible.enzymes should be considered a 
quantitative rather than a qualitative one. Most inducible 
enzyme systems show a slight, but significant, activity in 
uninduced cells which is enhanced greatly by the presence 
of the substrate. This was the case for the lysine de-
grading enzyme system. •. Jacoby (89) also observed induci-
bility while studying the oxidizing capability of 
Pseudomonas fluorescens for lysine and several other amino 
----
acids. 
The major evidence for a repression effect in the 
work reported here has come from a whole cell assay, 
referred to as the enzymatic capability test. Gale (79) 
pointed out several years ago that whole cell assays are 
limited by: 1) the activities of other enzymes within the 
cell, 2) permeability of the cell membrane, and 3) differ-
ences between the external.and internal environment. 
However, the task of the .. environmental or biological engi-
nee.e, and other scientists concerned with the response of 
natural or mixed microbial populations .to changes in the 
chemical ( or phys.ical) environment ( or indeed the effects 
which the microbial population can exert on the chemical 
or physical environment), is one which often requires 
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deal;Lng with whole cells. Although the above limitations 
of whole cell assays are quite valid and should be consid-
ered in evaluation 0f r.esultS obtained using whole cells 
(and perhaps especially with mixtures of species), it is 
important that they not impede the progress of research 
dedicated to assessing fOr natural microbial populations 
the utility and re.al effects of the basic findings de-
lineated in "unnatural" systems. Mandelstam ( 95) reported 
that there appears to be relatively free passage of lysine 
into gram negative bacteria, while Taylor (96) stated that 
gram negative bacteria do not concentrate lysine greatly 
within the cell. Thµs, it is possible that for the 
naturally selected population employed in the present 
research, which was predominantly gram negative, the last 
two limitations are minor compared to the. first. 
There are three primary assertions which are basic to 
the hypothesis of metabolite repression ( 35) ( 37) ( 97). 
The first is that the formation of a catabolic enzyme is 
controlled by the intracellular level of some particular 
metabolite which is an inte+:-mediatecir an ultimate product 
of the action of the enzyme o The second is that glucose 
inhioits the formation o.f many inducible enzymes because 
it g;i ves rise to those metabo1i tes. The third is t.hat the 
dissimilation of glucose occurs faster than the synthetic 
capacities of the cell can utilize the metabolities formed, 
leading to high intracellular levels of intermediary 
metabolites. In the. experiments presented he.re, it was 
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observed that high levels of metabolic inte~mediates were 
excreted into the medium by cells growing on glucose. The 
importance of these intermediates in metabolic repression 
was attested to by the fact that an increase in the rate 
of formation of enzymatic . capability di.d not occur until 
the level .. of these intermediates in. tbe medium. bad been,. 
reduced. 
In studies.on th$ 13-:-gal~ctosidase system inE. coli, 
Nakada and Magasanik (39}.showed that.a product of glucose 
. . . 
metabolism~ not .glucose,' was 'responsible for the effect of 
glucose upon the system. They stated that the conceritra-
. . ' 
tion · of metabolites ca:~ det~rmiiie· .the. rate of· m-:aNA 
. . . ' 
synthesis. Sirice.tl+e I;"a.teof decay·of m-RNA is.independent 
of the level of induce.r or met,abolite repressor' the 
equili'orium amount of m-~Nk·depends only on ifs rate of 
., . ·. . . 
synthesis. They also. said that the differential rate of 
. . . . . . . 
synthesis.of 13-gala:ctoaidise is'determin~d.by the propor-
tion of the m;.:RNA specific for 13-galactosidase in the 
total cellular m-RNA. Thus, the ;rate of 13-galactosidase 
synthesis is governed by the level of metabolites within 
the system.. Additional evidenc.e for this hypothesis bas 
been added by the discovery of the. CR gene, which is simi-
lar to the regulator ·gene, except. that it appears. to be 
involved with the expression of metabolite repression (43)~ 
In the lac system, Loomis and Magasanik (44) found 
that pre-induction gave partial protection against 
metabolite repression by glucose. They attributed the 
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partial protection to an increased internal level of 
lactose in the pre-induced cells due to increased permease 
activity. Since there appears to be relatively free pas-
sage of lysine into gram-negative bacteria, the small de-
gree of protection offered by pre-induction in the present 
study is probably not due to a permease effect (95). How-
ever, it c;ioes seem possible that the greater repression 
which was exhibited by cultures pre-grown on glucose could 
be due to an enhanced ability for glucose utilization. 
There was a lag in the glucose control reactor when the 
seed culture was grown on lysine alone, but there was none 
when the seed culture was grown on a mixture of glucose 
and lysine, or on glucose alone. Some inducible enzymes 
are knowp. to be involved in gl-y.cose degradation (35) (80). 
The lysine system did not respond to the removal of 
ammonia nitrogen in the same manner as did the histidine 
system reported by Neidhardt and Magasanik (81). The dif-
ference can probably be explained by the normal extent of 
metabolite repression in tlle two systems •. The histidine 
. . . 
system was very severely repressed by glucose, with a com-
plete shut-off of histidase synthesis. But when the cells 
were placed in a·systemwith no ammonia nitrogen and had 
to use histidine as a nitrogen source, they produced 
histidase at forty per cent of the unrepressed level. On 
the other hand, in the system studied here, there was not 
a complete shut-off of synthesis of lysine degrading enzy-
matic capability in the presence of glucose. If this 
I 
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no:z;,mally repressed level could meet the nitrogen require-
ments of the cells in the absence of ammonia, then there 
would be nothing to cause a further derepressior1. Appar-
ently this is what happened. 
In reports pubiished by Gaudy and hip coworkers (15) 
(16), evid$ncewas presented fo:r· the inhibition of activity 
of sorbitol degrading enzymes.by glucose since substrate 
removal was sequentJal under non-proliferating conditions 
in which glucose could only affect pre-formed enzyme 
activity. Stumm-Zollinger (61) found evidence fbr the 
inhibition of activity of the galactose utilizing enzymes. 
in a heterogeneous C1-1l ture. Recently Zwaig and Lin ( 32) 
and Tsay (33) 9bserved catabolic inhibition in pure cul-
tures. Tsay discussed-two possible explanations· for the 
rapidii;ihibition observed :Ln herstudies. One was feed-
back inhibition due to an accumulated ;intermediate and the 
other was competition for a common perme.asf:l. 
In the study presented herein, ·. little evidence of 
inhibition of lysine degrading enzymes 1vas fo.und with any 
of the carbohydrates. As pointed out previously, no 
permease appears to be involved in lysine transport so the 
lack of an inhibition mechanism was probably.due to the 
absence of a feedback inhibition mechanism for lysine. 
degradation. It is possible that thi,s is a general ch_ar-
acteristic of amino acid degradative systems since amino 
acids often must .serve as nitrogen sources for. the cell. 
Tsay (33) found only a, slight inhibition of histidine 
I 
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utilization by glucose. If feedback inhibition prevented 
the breakdown of the carbon skeleton of the amino acid 
after the nitro~en was removed, there would be a further 
accumulation of metabolic intermedi·ates, perhaps. leading 
to a greater inhibition. It would. appear to be to the 
advantage of the cell not to ·inhib;Lt the activity of amino·· 
acid degradati ve enzy:mes, because when a carbohydrate ( or 
some other easily degradable compound) is placed into the 
. . . . 
medium, the continued activity c,f tho$e·enzymes coulq aid 
· in the use of the amino >acid ,as a supplemental nitrogen 
source by removing· the· ''waste I' carbon skeletons. This 
. . . ' . 
· explanation does not preclude the continuing function of 
the repres_sion mechanism. since it would reduce tbe tot al 
. . . . . . 
level of enzymes to that reql,l.ired by the cell and prevent 
the ur;mecessary degradation of the amino acio.s. 
The comparative results with the diffe.I;'ent carbohy-
drates presented here for a natural population agree with 
the observations of investigators.in the basic field. For 
example, in his early work on diauxie, .1'1onod (34) found 
that for Bacillus subtilis both glucose and fructose were 
"A" compounds; that is, that they did not produce diauxic 
growth when used together,butwheneither was used with a 
compound of the "B" type, the "A" compound was used first, 
causing-diauxie. _However, in~. coli, H glucose was a 
typical II A" compound but fructose was "A'' only in the 
. . ' 
sense that it· did not give diauxie when mixed with glucose,· 
I 
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Fructose also did not give diauxie when mixed with "B" 
compounds. 
In an investigation which led·to his work on metabo-
lite repression,.Magasanik (98) studied the growth of a 
. . 
mutant of Aerobacter aerogenes unabie to produce histidine. 
When the cells were placed in media containing 20 Y/ml of 
histidine plus a carbon source it was found that the car-
·bon sources fell :into two gl:'oups, those that allowed a 
high percentage of the ·growth obtained under unrestricted 
conditions (i.e. ' with unlimited histidine) ' and those 
that allowed only a small amount· of growth. The first . 
group supported growth at a rapid rate in the parent 
str&in and prevented the synthesis of histidase much more 
severely than did the second group, so .that when the 
. . 
mutant was placed with compounds .o! . the first group, 
histidine was.used only fo:r protein synthesil;! (instead of 
being destroyed by histidase) and more growth occurred. 
Glucose was in the first. group and allowed growth equal 
to 109% of unrestrictedgrowth, but fructose and ribose 
were in the second group allowing·only 20% and 4% growth, 
respectively. Magasanik noted t;hat it appeared signifi-
cant that the compounds.supporting the most rapid grqwth 
also were the most.potent inhibitors of histidase syn-
thesis. 'l'his was later to be confirmed when he and 
Neidhardt (99) showed that glucose and several ot.her 
. . . . ' . ' 
com;pounds repressed the synthesis of histidase and that 
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the effect of each compound was related to the rate at 
which it supported growth. 
Mandelstam (36) studied.the production of 13-
galactosidase by a culture of!,• coli that had a mutation 
in the regulator gene making it . constitutive for the. 
enzyme. Glucose, fructos.e, and several other compounds 
still exerted metabolite repr~ssion upon the. synthesis of · 
. . 
the enzyme and the slower the rate at wh:Lch the carbohy-
drate supported.growth, the1ess severe the repression. 
On glucose, the doublingt.ime was 48 minutes and only 200 
units of enzyme/mg of.cells were formed, while on fructose 
the doubling time was 67 minutes and the enzyme production 
was 613 un:i,ts/mg. Cohn and Horib~ta (100} found that glu-
cose had a severe effectupon!3-gaJactosidase synthesis, 
but that fructose andrihose had only.miilor effects when 
the· inducer and oarbohydrate were added at the same time 
to uninduced cultures. 
In studies on the induced formc1-tion of tryptophanase 
in~· coli, Raunio (101) found that various.compounds 
affect .the production of indole (used as a measure of 
tryptophanase). Glucose allowed synthesis of ;!)/o of the 
unrepressed amount, while fructose a,llowed 29% and ribose. 
59%. 
Kirkland and Durham (102) reported that ribose.was 
not oxidized and did not support growth .in P. fluorescens, 
,-
but it did shorten the lag period required for the.syn-
thesis of protocatechuate oxygenase. The ribose q.ppeared 
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. . 
to be used ·as a "s:pec-ific" carbon source for the synthesis 
of RNA • 
. ln general, it could be concluded from the· above pure 
culture studies that fructose would exert a lesser effect 
than glucose 1:)ecause it-supports growthat a slower rate, 
and that ribose would.e:x:ert.an· even sme.ller effect. The 
results reported here for fructose_ agree q1,1ite well with 
conclusions drawn from pure culture: studies. It·is pos-
sible that, if a·c4lture had been obtained which could 
grow_ on ri bose ' t~e' perito~e woulcl have show~ a minor 
.·. . . .. 
effect upon,the lysine degrading en~yme synthesis of the 
· system. However, replicq. plating,indicated that if that 
. were. Q.one' the resp·onse would :rio. :Longer "be !tE:' _masse t so 
this p·ossib:Lli ty was not pursued. ; 
In these studies;. if' drily •f,;iubstra.te removal. curves or · · 
. . 
growth curves had been considered, it.might have been 
errone01,1sly concluded. that th~. carbohydrates exe::t;'ted no 
. ' ' . . ·.. ... . . . . 
e~fect upon. t4e··· 1ysine (tegr~din@;, sy~t.em becaµse. classic 
fldiauxie '·'. or :.sequerit,ial substrate. ~emoval was not exhi b-
. . . . . . 
i ted~ Concurrent removal alone ls: not. sufficient evidence 
against repression, since repression can be merely a de-
crease in the rate of synthesis.of an enzyme (or system) 
in relation to the rate of formation of other.proteins~ 
Only 'by.considering the change in enzyme.content or re-
moval rate (the latter.case requires additional evidence 
that the effect is not due to inhibition) in relf3.tion to 
the change in concentration of cells in the reactor can . 
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the existence of metabolite repression be established in a. 
growing system. A.s. point.ea. out in .Chapter lII, it is not· 
sufficient to consider·the.+>ate. of bacterial growth as an 
. . . . 
approximate. measure ot .the· rate o+ enzyme formation as 
. .. 
. . . 
·proposed.by.StUIIlI)l~Zollinger (6:)..). Researchers in the ap-
. plied area must consider the rate of' synthesis in ;relation 
to the rate of synthesis of total prote.in just as the bio-
chemists must •. As Melvin Cohn (78) said in 1957: 
The course· of the syn.the sis of a cellular con_. 
stituent as a function of time is difficult to 
interpret in terms of the. action of specific 
factors because it depends simultaneously on 
the nonspecific metabolic factors. As a first 
approximation, these metabolic factors are· 
eliminated when, instead of conside~ing time-
rate of $ynthesis (dE/dt) of a given enzyme 
protein (E), we consider the .rate of synthesis 
relative to the total rate of· protein synthesis 
(dE/d;x:) where x represents the total mass of 
protein. We have simplysubstituted 'physio-
logical time' .·. (dx) for 'absolute time'· (dt). 
Comments. are in orde.r ·concerning. the appiicabili ty of 
studies wii;h restricted populations. to generalizations 
about the field of industrial,waste water treatment, since 
it may beheld by so:rrie workers in this f:i.eldthat the re..:. 
sults of investigations in which·the mixed or heteroge:Q.eous 
. . ' . . 
populations were stibj~~ted to <specific· selective .pressures 
(e.g., selection from a sewage seed of species which could 
grow on lysine) are not.usefully applicable to the .solu-
tion ot waste water treatment p.roblems or to the under ... 
standing o;f such system.s. TO be ;sure, the synthetic 
. . . 
medium used in these studies did restrict the number of 
species present~ Indeed,.the object was to study 
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repression effects for those organisms best suited to the 
use of the pa~ticular substrate. Also, th.e .method of 
maintaining the seed culture was chosen to keep the popu-
lation "young", wj,th a high metabolic activity toward 
lysine oy always keeping it under growth conditions. 
Althoµgh the substrate, being a single amino acid, did 
restrict the population, it is certainly no more restric-
tive tl).an the many highly complex organic compounds found 
in industrial waste streams. It is to this end that the 
work was directed: a better understanding of the basic 
control mechanisms operative in a population which was by 
natural selection.best suited for the degradation of a 
particular compound. 
While discussing the merits of._the use of restricted 
. . . 
versus trul;y· heterogeneous populations' it should be 
pointed out that .the latter can le ad to false conclusions 
in the study of control mectanisms. Consider an unselected 
::population in which 90% of the.cells can use glucose, but 
not lysine, for growth and 10% can use lysine and in which 
glucose has no affect on Jysine utilization. If the 
enzymatic capability were measured for the removal of 
lysine in a system with both substrates and in one with 
only lysine, the plot of enzymatic capability versus 
solids for the mixed unit would indicate a much lower rate 
of synthesis of lysine degrading enzymes with respect to 
cell mass than that in the lysine control because 90% of 
the cells in the mixed unit would have been formed from 
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glucose and would have no lysine degrading enzymes. Thus, 
the result could indicate metabolite repression even 
though it was a simple case .of two populati~ns developing 
independently. Therefore, it is important to ensure that 
the respor~e measured is an en mas~ response, and is not 
due to a shift in the population. For the results re-
ported here, replica plating was used to ensure that the 
response measured was not due .to a shift in the population 
during the course of an experiment, but was due to an en 
masse response. 
·C. Continuous Flow Experiments 
1. Carbon-Limited Reactors 
The results demonstrated that when a capbon-limited 
chemostat growing on lysine was·subjected to a shock load 
of either glucose or fructose·a significant .level of 
metabolite repression occurred, resulting in leakage of 
' ' 
lysine into the effluent during the transient period. The 
severity and duration of the response was a function of 
the flow rate. The addition of ribose to the system 
caused an increase in enzymatic capability until ribose 
utilization started, at which time a slight repression 
occurred. 1rhere appeared to be a shift in the population 
associated with ribose utilization at the slower flow rate 
but the degree of repression after the shift was the same 
as that before. All of these findings are in agreement 
with the :results of the batch e:xperi:me:nt$. The occurrence 
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of metabolite repression in a continuous flow reacto_r is 
. . '· 
particularly· Signi.ficant to the waste; water treatment 
fieidbecause continuous flow-conditions bear more resem-
: . . .'·. . . .. 
_blance to actual ~aste treatment 'systems than do the batch 
conditions under which moSt repre~sion e~eriments have 
been performed. The agreement of. the. resuJ,.ts obtained 
. . . ' . . . 
with the two types of .growth co:rid±tio:ns is also evidence 
for the ubiquity. of control. mechanisms' s;i.nc e the selec-
. . ·. . ., . .· . 
tive pressures exerted.by the two-environments are differ-
ent. Batch (or enrichment) cultures select for organisms 
tolerant of high ·conc.entrations of nutrient_s, while con-
tinuous cui tu+-es · ( growing in "externally" controlled 
chemostats) select .for organisms having a high affinity 
for the limiting ~mbstrate (i.e., ones which are: good 
· scavengers) (82). 
Previous-· studies in these . laboratories demonstrated 
the disruption of b_oth sorbi tol and glycerol removal by 
the introduction of glucose into the f~ed·of continuous 
flow reactors (EY+)._ In a natural popula"tiiongrowing on 
sorbito}, (1500,mg/l) at.a four-hour detention time, the 
' .. 
. .. . 
addition of 1500 mg/1. of gh1c6se caused the sorbitol in 
tl').e effluent to increase from an ll.Udete.ctable amount to 
200 mg/1 in two hours. : The total: COD rose to 600 mg/1 
but the glucose in. the.effluent only·reached 75 mg/1, 
indicating the production of many metabolic intermediates. 
When glucose w~s _added to a ·E\imilar reactor growing on 
. . 
500 mg/1 glycerol,. the_,re w;s ·ah in:L tial rapid build-up of 
glucose, but after glucose utilization started, metabolic 
intermediates were.produced· and the glycerol concentration 
in the effluent rose to 225 mg/1. In the experiments pre-
sented in this report, the production of exogenous inter-
mediates was also observed. 
When Komolrit'$ studies on sorbitol removal were ex-
tended to other.detention times, it was found that the 
. . 
severity 6f the response to a glucose shock load was a 
function of the detention time (103). W)len the feed to a 
reactor growing at a two ... ho~r detention time (near the 
dilute out point) was changed from 1000 mg/1 sorbitol to 
1000 mg/1 sorbitol plus 1000.mg/l glucose, the levels of 
both sorbitol and glucose in t:ti.e effluent increased. The 
glucose was reduced after about eight hours, but the 
sorbitol level remained at over 1000. mg/1 for almost 
twelve hours after the start of the shock. Evidently, at 
the early stage of the shock loading, the sorbitol metabo-
lism was totally replaced by glucose metabolism, and did 
not start again until the glucose concentration had been 
reduced to a very low · 1evel. When a similar shock was ap-
plied to a reactor with a four-hour detention time, there 
was a sligb,t increase in effluent COD, but no detect-
able build-up of glucose or sorbitol. When·a sixteen-hour 
detention time was employed, the system was capable of 
receiving more severe shock loads without disrupting the 
meta-bolism of sorhi tol. 
In the continuous flow, pure culture experiments 
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discussed in Chapter III, repression was greater at higher 
growth rates, probably due to higher levels of metabolic 
pools. .A.t low flow rates,' the metabolites are probably 
used and tb,e internal carbon pools depleted, but at the 
higher rates, Boddy et al. (65) have postulated that the 
pools are probably les.s depleted causing a shift in favor 
of repression. This relationship between the level of. 
represl;;l:j_on and the growth rate was observed in the experi-
ments with the carbon ... limited reactor.reported herein. 
Since glucose was the strongest repressor-:producing carbo-
hydrate studied, .the effect was much more severe with it. 
These results also add evidence for the importance of 
metabolic pools, ·since the level of metabolic intermediates 
in the effluent .. rose rapidly s..t the faster growth rate 
when glucose utilization started. Boddy et al. (65) noted 
that the metabolite reI)ression of amidase by succinate 
appeared to be. partially overcome.· after a period of time, 
and attributed the severe repression during the transient. 
state to an imbalance of metabolites in the system. When 
the influent was changed from succinate to succinate plus 
acetamide, there was an increase in growth rate resulting 
in a high level of catabolite repressor and a low rate of 
amidase synthesis, but as the growth rate Ileturned to its 
original level, . there w.as probably a corresponding reduc-
tion in the.concentration of intermediates, and, thus, a 
decrease in repression. In discussing the fact that the 
period between steady states is one in which an adjustment 
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in the concentration of metaboli.tes occurs, they point out 
that metabolic rearrangements have been implicated in the 
transie;nt repression of ~-galactosidase synthesis in~· 
coli" This seems to imply that the effect observed is re-
lated. to transient repression. Transient repression has 
been postulated to be. linked with the rapid production of 
phosphorylated intermediates of glucose metabolism (53) .. 
. . 
When glucose was added to the medium, in batch experiments, 
phosphorylateq. intermediates.were produced, causing a. 
severe repression for two-thirds of a·generation, a,fter 
) 
which the pool s;ize was r~duced and s;ynthe sis recovered to 
about 15% of the differential rate prio·r to. the introduc- · 
tion of. glucose. In · a. stuQ.y of. metabolite-promoted he at 
lability of ~-galactosidase, Brewer and Moses (104) showed 
. . . 
that the heat .lability of. the enzyme was increased by 
. several metaboli.c intermediates. After. inveStigat:,i.ng the 
effects of the compounds.postulated by Prevost and Moses 
(53) to be involved with transient repression, they con- . 
eluded that the specificity of the he at-labilizing effect 
was not great enough to suppo::t:'t any c9ncluf;>ions relating 
' . 
it to transie.nt re:pression. Tyle:r;-, · Loomis, and Magasanik 
(55) have recently studied tranSient repression in the lac 
system and found it to be d:i,.stinct frora the mechanism of 
metabolite repression. Their conclusions were ba~,ed on. 
evidence that showed: 1) that transier1t repression did 
not involve the CR gene, 2) that the :phosphorylated com-
pounds were not metabolized further, and presumably did 
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not enter the common metabol.ite _pool involved in metabolite 
. re:pre$s:i.on, and 3) that transient repression appeared to 
be effective as soon es the new compound enter.ed the cell, 
whi].e' in contrast' a period of protein. synthesis was re-
quired oefore metabolite repression due to glucose reduced 
the differential rate of enzyme synthesis.· · Since transient 
repression has only been demonstr.ated in E • .£21i, · and 
since a lag period was required before the repression of 
lysine·degrading enzymes was exerted, it does not appear 
likely that transient repression played a part in the re-
sult s presented here. 
In the glucose and f~uctose s~ock loads at the six-
hour detention time, the initial repression was severe, 
so that the enzymatic capability of the cultul;'e dropped 
below the eventual steady state value. This overshoot was 
probably caused by high levels of rneta1:;>olic intermediates 
produced during the pe:riod when the growth rate was high, 
. . 
and may berelated.to the phenomenon of growth rate 
:b ... ysteresis ob.served when a quantitative shock load is 
placed on a continuous flow reactor (105). Juqt as th.e 
growth rate cannot respond instantaneously to a change in· 
subst::t:'ate concentration, it is possible that a finite time 
period is requ . .ired for the ra.te of enzyme synthesis to 
respond to changes in the level of internal intermediates. 
. ' 
This overshoot was not observed at the lower flow rate. 
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2. Magnesium-Limited Reactors 
Neidhardt (97) in discussing the assertions of the 
"feedback" hypothesis on the glucose effect pointed out 
that the theory predicts that a situation which slows down 
the anabolic processes without affecting the catabolic 
processes would allow carbon sources that do not normally 
repress to do so. He then cited evidence that the predic-
tion had. indeed been borne out (106). J.Vlandelstam (36) 
also demonstrated that at ·slow growth rates in a nitrogen-
limited chemostat, poorer carbon sources could exert a 
repression upon the synthesis of 13-galactosidase. In the 
experiments presented here, m9-gnesium-l:imitation allowed 
only slightly more repression w:Lth fructose and ribose 
than had been found under c.arbon-limi ted cond,.i tions. The 
reason that no more repression was ~xerted is probably· 
related to the flow rates used. Neither fructose nor 
ribose was used very-rapidly in batch, and neither was 
removed completely under the magnesi~m-limited conditions 
in continuous flow, although glucose was. If even slower 
growth rates had been used, then fructose and ribose 
r)ossibly· vvould have caused greater repression than they 
dido 
In the magnesium-limited system, the theory of metab-
olite repression would also predict that the slower the 
growth rate the greater the repression because the greater 
would be the disparity betvveen anabolism and catabolism. 
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This was found to be true, especially when glucose was the 
repressing compound. 
The response of· the· magne,H,=iium.;.;.limi ted reactor to the 
glucose shoe){ load was very· similar tc, the response ob-
served by Komol;t'i t _and Gaudy . (64) when. they shocked a 
sorbitol reactor (BOD:N;,,, 20:1} with glucose so that the 
final BOD:N ratio wa~ 40:1. This:is pref:1ented as evidence 
. for the argument in Cha:gter lII ~hat their system was 
probably growing as a n:ttrogeh--limited reactor he.fore tbe 
. : . . . . 
shock and, thus, reacted<as a biosynthetically restricted 
. . .· 
reactor to the shock. , J:ri :their: r~actor and ·in the ones 
pre'sented here' the. shocking compound replaced part of. the 
original substrate as energy source.· for the cells. In the 
case of glucose, wl;rlch was easily degraded, all of the 
glucose was used, with the displacement.· of an equal por-
tion of lysine. Fructose and ribos.e were more difficult 
to degrade, so that they were not entirely removed, but 
the portion removed displaced an equal portion of. the 
lysine, Although it would take much more study to prove 
the point, a system such as this might serve as a measure 
of the relative ease .of degradation of compounds, and as a 
measure of the interactions involved. 
Concerning the mag:nesium-limited reactor, .there is 
one other item which shou.ld be mentioned, although only 
briefly' because the evidence is·. not sufficient to warrant 
further discussion. Neidhardt. (85) ·· stated that the basic 
premise of the theory of meta:bolite repression has the 
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further implication that the metabolism of any carbon and 
energy source which is degraded by repressible enzymes 
must be responsive to the over-all biosynthetic rate of 
the cell. If a system that is biosynthetically restricted 
has its growth rate lo;jered, continued rapid substrate 
degradation would lead to high intracellular.levels of 
repressing metabolites; thus, an adjustment in metabolism 
must occur to lower the level of· the metabolites. This 
adjustment could be brought about by: 1) a reduction in 
the rate of substrate degra,dation caused by a decrec;l..sed 
eniyme level (for the particular compound), or 2) the 
expansion of metabolic routes to prevent the accumulation 
of excess metabolites. The first would lead to a tight 
quantitative coupling between.specific substrate removal 
rate (RR/P) and growth rate, while the second would lead 
to the accumulation of nonrepressing by-products in the 
culture. If the. values o;f RR/P (prior to shocks) from 
Figures 22, 26, and 30 (given in Table VII) are averaged, 
the value is O. 91.J.. for D = Q. 167 hr- 1 • If the other three 
values for the magnesium..-limited reactor (D = 0.083 hr- 1 ) 
are averaged, their value is 0.59. Jfor 100% coupling 
between grov,rth rate and substrate utiliza~i on, the RR/P 
value at zero growth rate would bE;i zero and the slope of 
the RR/P versus growth rate(µ) line ·that passes through 
µ = O an.d µ = µm would represent 100% coupling. If the 
per eent coupling is estimated by dividing the coupling 
actually measured (i.e., the slope of the actual RR/P 
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versus µ 1:Lne by the slope required ;for 100% coupling, the 
value found is 75%. · Since Table VII does show an a1most 
1:1 relationship between EC/P and RR/P (i.e., all enzyme 
present is active at maximal rate) part of the control of 
catabolism is exerted by a lowered level of enzyme, while 
the r~st of the control is by the second method,. in this 
case by the production of the extr9-ce.llular capsule that 
WEH3 evident in the magnesium-limited reactor at both flow 
rates, but was found in the carbon..;.limited reactor at only 
the lower one. 
One would expect all enzyme present fn a 
biosynthetically-restricted culture to be active at maximal 
rate (due to the high level of s1,1bstrate) and, thus, any 
control exerted would have to be by repression. If the 
culture were carbon-limited, the level of metabolites 
would be lower (under non-shock conditions) and the enzyme 
level could be higher than the amount expressed by the 
actual substrate removal rate. Nevertheless, there was a 
change in EC/P with flow rate in the carbon-limited system 
also, indicating some coupling. Coupling of anabolism and 
catabo1ism is extreme1y·important to the bioengineer, 
especially in carbon-limited s;s;rstems, and is· an area of 
great interest to the author, who intends to pursue it 
further. 
CHAPTER VII 
CONCLUSIONS· 
A. Batch Experiments 
. . 
1. Metabolic control rnecbanisms were operative upon 
the enzyme system responsible . for the .selection of the 
species present in a natural micro~ial ~opulation. A 
change in the population occurred but did not affect the 
mechanisms. ·Since several diff~rent types of colonies 
were readily .observed on agar plates.made from the popula-
tion, the meohanisms were probably not limited to a single 
species. This emphasizes the·. importance o;f. control mech-
anisms in natural microbial systems. 
2. · The lysine degrading enzyme system of the popula..,. 
tion was inducible. 
3. Glucose caused a decrec;tse · in the differential 
rate of activity of lysine degrading enzymes with respect 
to cell mas$. Fructose .caused a small decrease but ribose 
caused a slight increase.. The responses were ··sm masse and 
were not due to shifts in the population during the course 
of individual e:xperiments. 
4. Inhibition ofpre-formeq. enzyme activity played 
only a ;minor role in the response to glucose, and had no 
effect on the res::ponses to fructose or ribose. · 
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5. 'I1he. effects of gluc.ose and fructose were due to 
metabolite repression, causin~ a decrease in the rate of 
. . . 
f or:qiati on of lysine degrading enzymatic capability. This 
effect was c3:lso manife~ted by.excreted metabolic products 
of glucose degradation and was not relieved until the con-
centration of tbese products was reduced. 
6. Pre-induction offered only a small degree of pro-
tection against repression. 
7. The normal degree of dereprespiOn could meet the 
nitrogen requirements of the culture and, thus, removal of 
ammonia nitrogen from the system did not allow .t'B.rther 
derep;t'ession. 
B. · Continuous Flow Experiments 
1. In both carbon~ and magnesium-limited reactors, 
glucose and fructo$e caused. a significant degree· of re-
pression of the syntbe sis .of lysine degrading enzymes, 
re 9ulting in a.decrease in the enzymatic capability of the 
cells. 
2. When ribose was initially placed into either type 
of reactor, it caused an increase in enzymatic capability, 
,just as in the batch expeJ;>iments.. 0nce ribose ·degradation· 
began, there was a sl.ight repr.'eSf:don. 
At the higher flow rate under carbon-limited con-
di tiqns, the decrease j_n eh:t:iymatic capability was r.iore 
rapid than the increase in total biological solids so that 
the total capacity of the system for lysine :removal was 
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decreased, resulting in the escape of lysine into the 
effluent. At the lower flow rate (and at both flow rates 
with ribose); the system was able to respond by increasing 
the biological solids rapidly enough to prevent a :major 
release of lysine. In all of the carbon-limited experi-
ments., the system eventually _recovered tb the extent that 
no :m,ore le1;3.kage o;f lysine occul;'red. 
4. Uno.er magnesium-limited' conditions, the carbo-
. . 
hydrates replaced ;Lysine as carbon source and the degree 
of replacement was related to the ease with which the 
carbohydrate coulq. serve as a. ca.rbon soUTce. Under these 
conditions, the slower the flow rate, th,e. greater the 
repressio;n. 
CHAPTER VIII. 
SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE WORK 
1. The enzymatic Capability test should be performed 
with a pure culture system so that enzyme assays can be 
done concu:rrently in order to establish the relationship 
between the capability and .the actual level of enzyme. 
2. Continuo:us flow experiments should be run to 
determ,ine the relationship between growth rate and actual 
enzyme level ( or enzymatic capability) for botll carbon-
liiili ted and nutrient-limited systems. 
3. Shock load experiments.should.be run over a 
broader range of.flow rates, and with cell recycle.to. 
establish the rielationshi:p between growt.n. rate, enzymatic 
capability, and metabolite repression. Various configura-
tions should be used for the reactors, such as two-stage, 
etc. 
4. Jlurther study should be made of the possible use 
of a biosynthetically restricted system as a measure of 
the relative ease of degradation of compounds. 
5. Experiments similar to .those reported for pure 
cultures, in which a compound· requ:t.ring an inducible system 
is addeQ. to a continuous flow reactor degrading a compound 
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capable of repression should be initiated for systems con-
taining natural populations. This effect on induction 
should be studied at various flow rates as suggested for 
the repression syste~. 
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